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ITALIAN OFFICIAL STAT1STICS IN TRANSITION 

Paolo Garonna - Director Generai of ISTA T 

The 49th Session of the InternaUonaJ Statistical Institute Is a 
suitablé o'Ccasion for tne presentation of anoutline of the evolution of 
official statistics in Italy and its rote in ~ peri od of greatchange sl,Jch as 
that which the country is go;ng through in the 1990's. 

Asession of the Conference on thetopic "Issues in Italian Official 
Stati stics " , organized by Istat, tooR piace in Florence on August 1993. 
This volume gathers together the main contributions presented on that 
occasiono 

Just as wlth theeconomy and society, official statistics has gone 
through. and Is stillgoing through, a period ofrapid change which 
started in the eafty 1980s. During that decade, socìaland economie 
trends were emefging which brought torward the condit~.ons of tnecrisis 
and the profound transtorrnation under way .Indications as to the 
direction of changewere alsoemerging. Theshift, in Italy,has been 
trom a basically "rigidfl aociety, dividedby ideologicalbarriera, territorial 
differences, institutional inflEpeibility and low sociai mobiUty, to a society 
whlchis becoming more dynamic and flexible: asociety which appeara, 
therefore,less. "weU-ordered" and consequently harder to monitor, 
describe and understand. 

The increased ffexibility of industriai re/aUons, the decentralization 
of manufacturing processes, the vitalityof the hidden economy, changes 
in both Hfe-styles and social relationships, the persìstence ofinformal 
networks and, lastly, the unprecedented phenomenon of net 
immigration, are unmistakable signs of a shift leading away from static 
and highly struCtured situations towards transient phenomena and 
accelerations in the processes of change, the numerous aspects o·f 
which defy a thorough description. 

It Is enough to consider some data to become aware of the extent 
of the changes which have taken piace over the last decade. In the first 
piace, the family and demographic structure of the country has changed. 
Between 1981 and 1993, the birthrate has fallen trom 11 t09.4 per 
thousand and the number of chi/dren per woman from 1:6 to 1.2. This 
has brought about a rapid fall in natura I growth (a fall from 1.5 per 
thousand to even negative Values) and considerable aging ofthe 
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population (the over-65-year-olds now make Up about 16.5% of the 
population; in 1981 the level was 13%). In the meantime, the average 
number of family members has fallen (3 to 2.8), as has the marriage rate 
(5.6 to 5.1) and family instability has been on the increase (the divorce 
rate increasing from 33.2 to 72.4 per thousand). 

The migratory ba/ance, which was negative up to the 1970s, was 
23,000 in 1981 and reached nearly 200,000 in 1993. Integration of 
foreigners has continued: in 1991-2 more than 40,000 foreigners 
enrol/ed in educational institutions of whom more than 20,000 in the 
universities. 

Deviance and the repression of deviance have increased, with a 
doubling of reported crimes between 1983 and 1991 (now 2,260,000) 
above ali among minors who in 1992 committed 4,200 bodily harm 
(2,800 in 1981) and 17,300 attacks on property (12,700 in 1991). 

The structure of the economy has changed greatly and has moved 
more and more into the tertiary sector activities which now produce more 
than halfthe value added (nearly two thirds if we include non-market 
services). At the beginning of the 1980s, this aggregate totali ed 
approximately 45% (Iess than 60% if we include non-market services). 
At the same time, the number of labour units in industry has fal/en trom 
7,300,000 in 1983 to less than 6,500,000 in 1993. This fall has also been 
noted in agriculture. In generai, however, the numbers of the employed 
labour force has remained more or less the same. Nearly 23% of 
employment is "Irregular" (peaks of more than 70% in agriculture and 
40% in building and transport) presenting therefore considerable 
problerns in surveying this field. 

Despite some slowing down over the last few years, the average 
size of enterprises has significantly fal/en (ca. 200 employees in industry 
and less than 80 in trade hotels restaurants and catering). More than 
50% of income is produced by one-man businesses or partnerships with 
less than 20 employees. Only in trade and construction has there 
recently been an increase in the average number of employees. Dfficial 
statistics, here too, is faced with a fragmentation of entities to be 
observed, which makes its task more difficult. 

Seizing this moving reality, with its turbulence and frailties, of its 
hurdles and potentiafs, represents the main challenge that Italian Official 
Statistics must face up to in this phase of transition. The challenge iS to 
a certain extent similar to that facing the statistical systems of certain 
centrai and eastern European Countries after the collapse of 
communism. Statistical Institutes have been forced to shìft, in just a few 
years, from the practice of simple "notarial" recording of data from 
administratìon sources, to meeting the need for surveying rapidly 
changing situations which to a great extent operate outside official and 
"regular" cìrcuits. In this context, the experience gained by Istat, above 
ali in the field of measuring the hidden economy (see ISTAT 1993) and 
investigating informai networks, has shown itself to be particularJy 
valuable for the promotion of cooperation projects with countries moving 
towards a market economy. 

Italian Official Statistics also appears to be fully exposed to the 
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cantracHctians and dangers affecting the mast advanced industriai 
societiès: Le. those pertaining t'O the manitaringafsocial change, t'O the 
attenUon paid t'O territariaJ and lacal phenamena, t'O the push taward 
grawinginternationaHzation, and t'O the develapment af a knowledge 
industry and infarmatian-based society (see P. Garonna 1994b). 

Thegeagraphicpasitian af theCauntry, at the crassraads between 
the North-South andEast .. West axes af the warld, futfy carresponds t'O 
theinterlacemen10f problemsrelating t'O transftian and development, 
and h1gh1lghts the palitical and cultural functian which may be assumed 
by Italy also in the field af· statistics. 

It is foreseeable that this challenge wiU become more and mare 
significantin the nearfuture. In particular, the trend tawards 
"deregulatingtl · econamic activities (ranging fram the management of the 
labeur markel to price policies, fram the systems af cantrol and 
authorization to the financial markets.etc.), the reform af public 
administratian and the increasing responsibllites delegated to regional 
and lacal governments, nat tomentian the coexistence af variegated 
cultures,habits and life-styles, made mare Ilvisible" awing t'O intensified 
cammunication and thegrawing presence af immigrants. 

In such a cantext, Italian Official Stattstics wiU be called upanta 
prepare and "foUaw up" the different aspects af the transition and,· at the 
same lime, to provide infarmation an - and analyses af - the changing 
sacìaland i nstituttanal landscape. Moreaver, in a mare openand 
dìfferentiated society, the referent of affioial statistics wilttend more and 
mare t'O shift trom the traditional "Prince" 'Or "Planner" t'O theardinary 
"citizen", Le. the individuats wha expect to be wellinfarmed in arder t'O 
make cansciaus chaices which, in turn, affectthe global functioning af 
society. 

Ina saciety as dynamic and apen as cantemparary Italy, In fact, 
decision-making tends·ta be mare decentralized and "widespread", and 
therefore require maredisaggregated information than that requested by 
stat/cand centralized systems .(see P. Garanna 1994a). 

The institutian andlaunchlng of the Natianal Statistical System 
(SISTAN)is directedtoward decentralizatian af bath the organizaUon 
and the pracesses of statistical surveying, in arder t'O more precisily and 
rapidly monitar changes which, in generalappear much earlier and in 
mare var/ed manners locally than natianally (see ISTAT 1994). 

The emerging need far mare and more detai/ed statlstics at the 
sectarial and territori al level is highlighted by the - not aJways arderly -
growth af private (or market) supplyaf .statistics, which respands t'O 
specialized and custamized infarmation requirements. Facing grawing 
campetinan therefare, afficial Institutes suchaslSTAT, have no 
alternative butta have recaurse t'O partnership and specializatian, and 
t'O take upan themselves the. aneraus and delicate task of pramotlan and 
suppart wìth regard t'O the quality af statistical information as a whale, 
bethis public 'Or private. 

Thenewprospects for the praduc~janand distribution afstatistical 
infarmationmust be cans/dered natanlyin terms afcampetition between 
public and private, but alsa, and prabably abave all, aiming at creating 
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a coherent framework in which the multiple segments of knowledge on 
the one hand and differentiated organization patterns on the othercan 
be operationally integrated. The National Statistical System (SISTAN), 
endowed with a modular and decentralized structure and a strong 
coordinating centre (ISTAT), favours the application of the principia of 
subsidiarity relationships in the organization of surveys and data 
processing among the various operators. Accordingly, the new focusof 
atlention for official statistics becomes data quality. timeliness of 
information and, above all, the reliabifity and independence of the 
statistical functiol). 

This last point is crucial for statistical progress, for the efficacyof 
its role, and even for the very survival of official statistics, in ItaJy as il 
is elsewhere. The strenght of official statisti es increasinglydepend not 
simply from an investiture received from the centrai power of lhestale 
as in the past, but rather more from the ability of National Institutes to 
present themselvesand operateas authoritative leaders within the 
domain, and the market, of statistical information. In a context in which 
statistical activity is developed alsothrough the market mechanism, the 
credibility of the supplier of statistics will tum out to be a precious 
resource. Without sufficientcredibility, official data will be considered by 
operators and citizens, with the same degree of sarcasm which meets 
in authoritarian regimes the proclamation of "aims reached" or 
successes. The suspicion itself, on the part of operators, that official 
statistical data are not sufficiently reliable means that these will have 
little power, on a long term basis, to influence behaviour. Sucha 
situation would lead to increased uncertainty and mistrust, with 
significantly negative. sodal and economie consequences. 

The transformation of ISTAT into a research institution andthe 
delegation to this Institute of a coordinating role and of technical and 
scientific authority vis-à-vis ali components of the National Statistics 
System represents a response to the need for strengthened credibility. 

In modern "open societies", the reliability of officia~ statistical data 
plays a role similar to that of the stability of a currency. Only a "strong'l 
currency is capable of ensuring orderly exchange, while "coin clipping" 
taking the form ofinftationary policies turns away economie agents 
toward more .secure markets. 

In a similar manner, only credible official statisti es can back up the 
behaviour of economie and soeial agents, and of citizens as a whole, 
because their decisions and fational behaviour - even their expectations 
for the future - are based on official statistics. 

Many measures have been taken in Italy to consolidate and increase 
the credibility of statistical institutions. The main one of these measures, 
is undoubtly the improvement of data gathering and processing 
techniques, as wellas the sanctioning o·fa "transparent" approach to 
adopted procedures. The possibility for users to verify the correctness 
of surveying techniques, and of data processing and analysis,on the 
one hand, ensures "scientific rigor" and, on the other, permits the 
enhancement of the qualitative standards required from supplìersof 
private statistics. 
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The introduction. ofquality control·proceduresand 01 probabifistic 
instrulllent$ 10rinputingmi$sing datahas tad to considerable.progress 
in tRe monitorlngol certainimportant phenomena suchas in the case 01 
the Labour Force SI.iITvey, the Multipurpose Housel'lold Survey .aod the 
Censuses· themselves. 

TRe independence of Nationallostitutes frompotiticaJpressures and 
interest groups contributesgreatly to lhe consolidationof the credibility 
of offfciaistatisties. The 1989 relorm· signiflcantfystr.engthenedthe 
autonomyoflSTAT aod its manooement bod/es from Government 
interference~ From thispolnt ofv'lew, theparallel VIe have drawn 
betweenstatistiCé11 inlormationand currencyis in lact confirmed. No 
economie agentwoufd.plaçehis faithinacurrency managed on the 
bssisol the short~tefm needs of the issuing banks' most important 
"client" (i.e. thegovernment),ratl'ler than witha view to monetary and 
exchange ratestability. Toavoidsuch susprcions, in nearlyall countries, 
and withinthe EuroPean Union itself, the centrai bank Is accorded 
considerabte ·autonomylrom political power. Il istherefore convenient 
that those authoritles vvho "issue" official statisticaUnformation enjoy a 
similar. status lo that foreseenfor monetary authorities. 

Theinstitutional framew6rk, definedin the"Statistical Law" of 1989, 
conflrms this principle, albeil with a degree 01 incertainty. But th~s 
pfinciple must,above all, come to. the fore and take Roots in practice 
and in the public opinion. In 1992, ISTATbeganto produce an "Annual 
Report on thestate 01 Ita'y", presented to the media, the scientific 
community and governmentauthoritiesinthe spring. By means of this 
report (see fSTAT 1992 and 1993), thelnstitute puts to the test itsability 
to pfOvfde an obJective .. andexhausUVe pieture 01 the various aspeets 
and phenomenataking pIace in the country, trom the economy to 
soci eta' change, andfrom istitutions to tne environment. ThfOUgh this 
Report, the Institute publicly monitors the state of its teehniçal and 
seientifìc credibinty, as weU as its independence. At the same time, it 
provides regularly a highly valued pmduct containing analyses and 
information 00 thestate of the country~ 

Statistics, and not just official statistics, in Itaty has had toadapt to 
a rapidly changiOQ situation; but it is equafly true that statistics has 
played an active part in the changes taking piace within Italiansociety. 
The impact 01 statistica' information has become evident not only in 
"traditional" fields such as finantial markets and economie aetivity, or 
when it concerns policy makers or academic users. Statistics is also 
having an increasing impact on the public opinion which is becoming 
mOfe and more sensitive on an increasing number of topics. 
Statisticians, and abova ali official statisticians, are therefore taking a 
position 01 great and increasing responsibitity in the process of 
translormation of Italian society. 

1ST AT has not eluded such responsibility. The Institute among other 
things played. an active role in the delinition of the new electoral distficts 
in 1.993. It hé1sstarted to provl.de more andmore information on 
phettomena 01 great social importance such aS the functioning 01. the 
Public Admlnistration, regicmal imbalances, etc. Legislative authorities 
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for their part, seem to display greater awareness of the fact that 
statistical information constitutes a fundamental element in the process 
of contro I and orientation of society and the economy. This is 
demonstrated, in particular, by the frequent references made to 
statistical data and methods within legislative measures. 

Background documentation 

ISTAT 1992 and 1993, Annual Report on the State ofthe Natìon, 1992 and 1993, 
Roma 

ISTAT 1993, The Underground Economy in Italian Economie Accounts, Annali 
di Statistica, VoI. 122, Serie X, VoI. 2, Roma, 1993 

ISTAT 1994, The Moser Report on Italian Statistics: 10 Years On, Annali di 
Statistica, VoI. 123, Serie X, Vol.4, Roma, 1994 

P. GARONNA 1994a, Statistical "decentramento" in Ita/y: significance and 
implication, Statistica! Journal of the United Nations ECE, Vo1.11, 1994, pp. 
75-89 

P. GARONNA 1994b, Statistics facing the concerns of a changing society, 
Statistical Journal of the United Nations ECE, voI. 11, 1994, pp. 147-156 



PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS ANO THE NATI·ONAL 
STATISTICAL SYSTEM 

Luigi Fabbris - Statistics Department, University of Padua 

1. Public Opanion Surveys and OHlcia. Statlstics 

In Italy, itis not an idle question whetheror not public opinion 
surveys beJong to the system of official statistics. This Is sofor two 
reasons. 

On the one side, the category of public oplnion surveysincJudè polJ$ 
carried out onveryextemporary phenomena and with very uncèrtain 
methods. So, academic statisticians and responsible bodlesof the 
National Statistica' System (SISTAN) do nol trustopinion potts andask 
for a c.lear distinctic)O of which, and at which conditions, opinion surveys 
shouldbeconsidered acceptable, and whichshould instead be left out 
the sacred field of official statistics. 

Onihe other side, the law instituting the ItaHan.sfati:stical. system 
was issuedat the end 01.1989, but the ··system dynamics fa ·stll'. at its 
start. New informative functions have been assigned to the Statistical 
Officeof severa' peripheral unita of the Public Administration. 

Our view is that pUblic opinion surveys may be considered as official 
statistics provided that 
a) the grain (Le. the informative value of these surveys) be separated from 

the chaff (i.e. the ruffled techniques oftenusédfor data collection), 
b) contents and methods be integrated wittlin the framework of the 

SISTAN's statistical programme. 
Ours Is notan isolated view since opinion and attitudequestions are 

put forward in basic surveys currently carri ed out by the Italian 
Statistièallnstitute (1ST AT), such as the Household MultiplJrpose Survey 
and the Labour Force Survey. Moreover, a lawissued in 1990 allows 
Municipalities to carry out their own surveys for planning and managing 
public services (details of this law are presented in Sect. 4). 

Opinions are surveyed in official surveys in many countries without 
documented disputes about the acceptability of answers to subjective 
questions being argued for official statiaticsestimation. What Is peculiar 
in Italy Is the extent of the official statistical system represented by the 
institutive law and the autonomy of the Statistical Offices of the 
administrative bodies belonging tothe SIST AN. 
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The Italìan statistical system includes the National Statisticaf 
Institute (ISTAT) in Rome, the Statistical Offices of ali n atien al 
adminisfrative units and public firms, 20 Districts, about 100 Provinces, 
Prefectures and Chambers of Commerce, more than 600 Health Loca! 
Units, about 1800 larger Comml,lnes. At its completion, the SISTAN wiU 
include, excludihg ISTAT, àbout 3,000 national or local Statistical 
Officas. 

A statistical offica of an administrative entity oparates both as a 
network terminai of the SISTAN and as the manager of the informative 
system of itsiadministrativeentìty. The amountof work devoted to the 
national system tasksand the internaI informative demand varies 
accordihg to the type ofunit. For example, the Statistical Office of.a 
Ministry - whichtransfers annually its saltent statistics to 1ST AT - ls 
expected to devateto the internal informativeneeds ao attention larger 
than that of a medium size Commune currently engaged in social and 
economic data coUeclion activities on behalf of the National Statistica I 
Institute. 

Anyway, ;f an office of the statistical system is enabled to carry out 
its own surveys,should iì be controUed for contents, methods of data 
collectton andanalysis, and dtffusion of the outcomes? Should it 
nevértheless have the support by the national system, and how? Should 
aì least thepeopJeinvolved in non-standard statistical activities at the 
local level be taughton how to proceed? 

Moreover, ifaStatisticaf Office behaves incorrectlywhile it performs 
a survey activity, does this endanger the system of official statistics 
directly, indirectty, orat ali? Andcould we discuss about legai 
responsibilities of inconeci behaviours? 

This is just asample of the questions brought to my mind whenever 
the statistica! systemis develòped in the way touched upon. I have no 
specific qualification to give answers to them; therefore I shall limit 
myseff to the spell ofproblems, tryirtg to unwind their skein, possibly 
prepare warp and wett, and let others construct adequàte solutions. 

In Section 2 we deal with public opinion surveys with the. aim of 
defining the kind of surveYS to be considered for the statistical offices of 
the SISTAN. In the following section (Sect. 3) some features of the 
admissible public opinion surveys arehighlighted. The intermediate 
sectìons are. concerned wlththe decisions of surveyexecution(Sect. 4) 
and content (Sect. 5), data colJection (Sect. 6) and processing (Sect. 7), 
and outcomes diffusion (Seci. 8). In the closing section (Sect. 9) some 
opinions matured after discussion with official statistics experts and 
people operatingin the existing statistical offices are given. 

2. Public Opinion Surveys 

Public opinion surveys are defined as direct surveys characterized 
by the collection of data 00 opinions,attitudes, forecasts and 
expectations, and other non factual contents. 
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Normally, this ktndofsurveys lS basedon questionnaires, either 
filled in by respondents, or administered to informants by interviewers. 
Sample~ of respondentsare limited in si:z:e,sometimes of the 
panel-type. Thecurfosity for· the subjeci matter and the volatility .of the 
surveyedphenomena is s.uch that thediffusionof the results is .at the 
data conect/on's back,and often mass media happen to fostar, with 
eomments, the data. 

Theoriginof l'ublic opinion pollsdates back to the begirming of the 
XtKcentury.ltisknown that,at thattime,Oaniel Oefoe, in England, and 
la Fayette, in France, structured a network of regional correspondents 
to survey peoplèsattitudes(Oroesbekeet al., 1987). In the U.S.A., 
electorat po/lshavebeenused, with alternate effectiveness, since 1824. 

The· dE:l~elopment of a . statistical methodology parallels the use of 
statistical methods insurveys. The mèthodology of random sampling, 
the methodologyfor.questionnaire design, the use ofrefined teehniques 
for the detectlonofsensible facts oropinions (e.g. the rancfomized 
response technique), thegrowing care of statisticians for data quality 
measurementand control, ali this contributed to reduce the unreliability 
engrained in the detection of pubUc ol'inion. 

To . h ave an idea 01 the types01· opinion surveys compatible with a 
publi~ statistical. ~ystem! we. can clas$ify surveys. according to the. way 
informants are chosenta represeot the phenomenonwe are cancerned 
with, and to the purpose of the survey. 

Info'l'mants maybe either samples af the generai society (and inform 
aboutthemse.lvesor their unit, Le. family, firmete.). orthe anes who, 
beingtne mostknowledgeable ·on the studled' phenornenon, are chosen 
as privtlèdged respondents (they basi.caHy in10rmabaùt the ·phenomenon 
at· con~ern) .. 

The l'urpose cNhe surveymay be either of representing phenomena 
internai to theunit which requires the information (Endo-scopy), or of 
representing. phenomena of·. a. societalinterest .. (World-sClopy). 

If we representthe two dimensions as in Fig. 1, oplnioo surveys are 
categorized into 4 classes. Some of the topica'· surveys are written into 
the 4quadrants obtained crossing the two dimensionai axes. 
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Non sampled Informants 

Anthropological, soelal, economie 
research based on key informats • 

• Administration, firm, association, 
party, group etc. inner surveys 

Case studies • 
Forecast and in-depth analysis • 

I World-scopy I 2 

• Forecasts, scenarios, strategiesby ad 
hoc boards 

Endo-scopy I 
Household multipurpose survey, Labour 3 4 • Marketing researeh, prodcut testing 
foree survey • 

Other hous.ehold and individuaI surveys 
by SISTAN • 

Efectoral pol/s and other opinion surveys 
by mass media • 

• Eleetoral polls by parties and by 
government 

• Mass media audience evalution 

• Soeial "academie" researeh 

Populatlon Samples 

Figure 1. Oplnlon surveys classlfled by purpose of the survey and typeof 
respondent. 

NE Endoscopic surveys based on key informants' opinion (quadrant 1) are: 
O thosepromoted by corporate bodies, associations, parties and other 

groups for their own internai purposes, 
O forecasts, scenarios, strategic policies produced (by mea,ns of 

Delphi-type techniques and the like) by ad-hoc boards 
NW Generai surveys based on data produced by key informants (also called 

witnesses) are (quadrant 2): 
O anthropologial, . soci al and economic research for description and 

analysis of particular situatiOns 
O case studies 
O forecasts of social and economic phenomena with Delphi-type 

techniques 
SW Generai surveys based on samples of the pertinent populations (quadrant 

3) are the ones common to official and social statisticians 
O surveys on households and corporate bodies carried out by the National 

Statistical System (such as the Household multipurpose survey, the 
Labour force survey, the Survey onfami/y budget, the Survey on the 
product of industriai firms, and the like) 

O electoral polls and other surveys on public opinion status and variation 
usually carried out by private statistical agencies 

O other surveys on public opinion status and variation 
SE Surveys on generai population sponsored by private bodies for their own 

purposes (quadrant 4), such as 
O marketing research and product testing 
O mass media audience evaluation (newspaper readership, TV audience meter, ... ) 
O elsctoral predictions sponsored by political parties to frame their politica I 

decisions, or by the Minister of the Interior to feel the population pulse 
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o what may be caUed the "academic social research", i.e. the research 
whose outcomes are never known by anybody but the "researcher" e> 

3. The Official Character of Public Oplnion Surveys 

The surveys which interest the SISTAN's Statistica! Offieea are of 
two kinds: 
1. those carried out by the administrative unit to know better its own 

structure and refi ne its own policy(quadrant 1}, and 
2. those intended to implement the National Statistical System 

(quadrant3) . 
The first kind of data, even if collected for public utility purposes, 

produce "private" statistics, irrelevant to social knowledge. For example, 
it is irrelevant tothe generai public if either the ISTAT ora Commune 
surveys its employees to salve its problems of manpower planning. That 
information is certainly needed by public administrators to manage the 
body they are at the head of (~. 

The second kind of surveys interests the National Statistical 
System. No limits on the content but its pubtic utility. Even electoral polls 
might be considered: the Law 142/1990 on "legai system of autonomous 
Local Authorities" indicates that Communescan introduce into their 
statutes "forms of pOlis of the population .,. aiming at promoting 
interventions for a better protection of the community's interests" and 
alS(l "consultative referendums 11 required by an adequate number of 
citizens". 

Opinions of key informants, such as experts of the topicalfield, 
managers of corporate bodies, political and syndicate representatives, 
and other decision-making people, may and are collected by offices of 
the SISTAN and, after appropriate processing, published as official 
statistics for decision making. 

The quoted law deats explicitly with surveys in Communes, most of 
which do not have a statistical office. We do not see any reason why the 
statistical offices of other autonomous Local Authorities (Districts, 
Provinces, Health Local Units) should be denied this opportunity. 

The stated intention by ISTAT to start - at least experimentally -
public opinion surveys would 1avour three basic aims: 
1} to make politicians aware that this is a generai interest field, and 

assure public opinion and political science experts that no unadvised 
decision will alter the actual possibility of probing public opinion, 

2) to improve the reliability of results through the development and 
experience of survey methods following the tracks of the Household 

(1) This may also be a ioke. 
(2) I know that people who believe that public information should be left at 

everybody's disposal may not like my unconditional position. In generai, I agree with this 
position, butbelieve that the excessof information is noisy and makes the information 
relevant to· problems less clear. 
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muftipurpose survey and the Labour force survey. Performing 
surveys at the local level will certainly improve the data collection 
skiU of SISTAN's peripheral units and this may be the basis for setting 
up a standing network of interviewers and field supervisors (see also 
Sect. 7 on that), 

3) to stimulate - by implicit competition - private agencies operating in 
the topfcal field to refine their methods of data collection and data 
quality analysis. 
The activity of the peripheral statistical offices may be co-ordinated 

even if their activities are beyond the scope of the national statistical 
programma. With reference to the co-ordination of the activity of 
peripheral offices for locally defined purposes, 
(i) an integration of the 10caIJy coUected information with the official 

statistics system is needed (Rey, 1990), 
(ii) the National Statistical System should consider the possibility of 

endorsing the aims of the local surveys. This would certainly 
encourage the work of statisticians engaged in the statistical 
offices, 

(iii)the effective support to the peripheral offices by the National 
Institute may come from purposive meetings where survey 
experiences are discussed and methodological topics are put 
forward (3). 

4. The Deeision to Collect Data on Public Opinion 

Quoting A. Girard (Antoine, 1969), "public opinJon does not 
determine by itself a policy ... but no policy can be put forward neither 
against it, nor without it". The interactlon between policy-makers and 
public opinion is then essential to democracy. This implies that knowing 
public opinion is important not only with re·ference to a given instant but 
alsoin the long time. To a statistician's mind this would cali for a public 
opinion observatory based on some pane' surveys. 

The role 01 a statistical officeis certainly different in public opinion 
probing. Firstly, just a few Communes have at thetr disposal an office 
with staff sufficient and qualified to perform such a task (4). Official 

(3) In Ita/y an associarion of the Statistical Offices ofthe fargest Coml'l1unes, called USCI 
- Statistical Union of Italian Communes,is active in the promotion of meetingsand exchange of 
experiences between Communes. The SISTAN could profit of this age-old institUtion. 

(4) A survey by ISTAT (Rey, 1990) on the statusof peripheral offices shows that: (a) 
Distrlct offices act basically as an intermediate between the National Institute and other 
admlnistrative units; only the statistical offices of the autonomous provinces of Trent and 
Bolzano are fully devoted to statistical activities; (b) most Provinces, Prefectures, and 
Local Health Units have no statistical offices and statistical duties are carried out by other 
aministrative offices; (c) each Chamber of Commerce has its own statistical office, but the 
average number of assigned people is 2.5 per Chamber, rising to 5.9 wlth people of ali 
research departments; (d) only Communes witn at least 100,000 inhabitants and few 
others (130 as a whole out of 8100 Itallan Communes)in 1985, have a statisticalottice; 
the average number of people carrying out only statistical duties is 6.3 per OfflCe. 
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statistios generated by national surveys takeadvantage of large 
samples of popùlation and firms, or of r.epetitive surveys, refined as data 
oOlleotion,manlpulation and analysis teohniques. Looal surveys are 
neoessarily smanerin size andinterviewers in most oases have to be 
recruited ad. hoo. Ali this makes Il the risk for "wild "surveys muoh larger 
at the tocalthanat the nàtional levaI. 

The oompetition would also start a hopelessoold war with the 
private statistical agenoies whioh operate on the top/oal field. 

Al present, only a limited number ·of purposive studi es should be 
realized·at the localandnationallevel. The respondents' burden should 
be lightened both Inthe number of people to be oontaoted andthe 
information·to be drawn from them. A self-oontained aotiv!ty of looal 
offioesis neoessary; a supervision by the SISTAN's responsible staff 
may strengthen the statistioal system. 

Aooordtng to Law14211990, a shift in theresponsibility of promotlon 
ofthese aotlvitles from polioy-makers to the oommunity as a whole is 
peroeivable. In a oertain way, polls may baoome a tool for the 
oommunity's direot participation in its administrative life. 

5. Which Data toCollect 

The on/y data to be oolleoted are those pertinent to the information 
really needed by the oommunity ~ The oolleotion of theso-called 
"sensible" datashould be aslimited es possible. 

Law no. 322/1989defines as sensible "the individuai data related to 
raoe,polìtioalandideologicalopinions, religious belief, ... hea/th status, 
sexual life, oonviotions" (5). Thesa are phenomena people are not 
obliged to inform about. Of oourse,questioning about them is not 
forbidden. 

Elaotoral polls too may beoome an Interest of the National Statistioal 
System. Harsh disputes about the foreoasting of voting based on polls 
reour at every eleation. Oneof the artioles of the Italian eleotoral law 
reoently discussed for approvai by the Parliament prevented the spread 
of voting foreoasts One month before the eleotions. This norm might be 
canoelled, but it is an evident symptom of the . sensibility of potitiolans 
and of sooiallobbies to the problem. Why not consider the possibility of 
governing thishot matter? 

Afeature of opinion polls that would heighten their informative 
relevance is their abitity in detecting the risk of soolal breakdowns, 
rather than desoribing social distress. The latter Is afte n disprovedby 
further outoomes, the former would help strategio deoislons. The 
deteotion of risks of sooial breakdowns oould be an ambitlous target, 
anyway. 

(5) The sensible varlables quoted in. Law322/1989 are the same ElS the EEC 
Conventionof Strasbourg no. 108/1981 on the protection of individuai data asto automatic 
processing. 
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In a complex survey, after the research aims are stated, its contro I 
shifts from its promoter to one or more professionals (Sociologist. 
Psychologist, Statistician, ... ). Therefore, the decision on what and how 
to ask people is up to the data colleotion o{ganizer(s). For the quality of 
official statistics, and in the long run even far statistics itself, it is 
convenient that the questionnaire and the respondent's approach be 
"politically" evaluated by survey promoters or by independent bOdies,so 
that the public interest of the survey and the respondent-statistical 
system empathy can be safeguarded. 

ProbJems for a statistica I office may arise if its activity onpub.lic 
opinion detection confliets with the politieal addresses of the Local 
Authority it serves. I am aware that it is more easily said than done, but, 
in the long run, it is safer for statisticsif surveys are deemed to serve 
generai rather than partisan interests. 

NeutraJity with respect to the subject matter is the onty guarantee 
against the risk of manipulation of results. Besides, it is not the 
statistician's task to define the borderline between "private" and pub1ic 
utility of a survey, but the whole society's, possibly through its 
delegates. 

6. Who Should Collect the Data 

Official statistics are a product of the activity of the National 
Statistical System. They are ordinarily collected by the statisticaloffices 
of administrative bodies, but may be collected alsoby private ageneies 
under the SISTAN's supervision. The latter Is, for example, the case of 
the data onair and marine pol/ution colfected by both private and 
semi-public agencies and used for environmental statistics. 

Whichever the data colfector, the SISTAN's pertinent Statistical 
Office should supervise its activity. The "imprimatur" of an official body 
gives to a statistics the seal of reliability. 

7. The Processing of the Data Collected 

The analysis of the data collected should be carri ed out bythe 
Statistical Office itself. Public opinion surveys typicaIJy involve th~ use 
of analytical methods more sophisticated than usual enumerative 
surveys. In the former type of surveys the use of mulUvariate analytical 
techniques to find relations between variables, or sets of variables, is 
not uncommon. 

The statistical education of the population is such that two distinct 
informative circuits should be activated: one of standard statistics, open 
to anybody, and another of more refined analytical statistics, addressed 
to experts of the topical field, researchers, and specific users (public 
administrators and corporate bodies). 

Even if the data are processed with standard methods, the 
evaluation of the reliability of statistics requires the upgrading of the skill 
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'Of people operating in the peripheral units of the SISTAN. Many of these 
operators may not .name themselves statisticians. 

As the analysis of data tr'Omsamp1es depends b'Othonthesample 
and data collection design, the skill 'Of the data analyzer has to be 
completed wìth an adequateknowledge of the impactof the survey 
design on the reHability of estimates. 

Then, the analysis of data atthel'Ocal level makes both the 
upgrading of in-service people of the statistical offiess and the 
recruitment of quaIified statisticians necessary,for thistechnicaftask 
can hardlybe performed byalienexperts. 

The development· of a processing· skill at the. loca.l level ls the crux 
of theimprovement of the validity of the datacollected by a national 
network. In thefotlowingsense, Designingan adequate data coliecti'On 
scheme is not an easy task, whateverthe size of the sampJe. 
Neverthe)ess, peopte belonging toa Commune's StatisticalOffice might 
be drawn to believe that practicing data coUection for the Labour f'Orce 
survey gìves them enough hints to.perform autonomoussurveys on 
households in their territory. 

Nothing but the direct experience infully performing a survey helps 
to understand the importanceof questionnaire design, the biasing effect 
ofinterviewers' subjectivity, and the disrupting impact of response errors 
and nonresponses on estimates' retiability, even when the sample was 
accurately selected. In other words, the relevance of the single 
operations of a survey Is better understood when the whole survey is 
carried out. 

Astatistical office aware of the elements crucial to survey validity 
becomes a missionfor the statistical education of its communityand an 
efficient terminai 'Ofthe national statistica! system. 

8. Diffusionof the Outcomes: the Possible Viotation of Statistical 
Secrecy 

For a SISTAN's statistical office the norms on data diffusion are in 
Law 322/1989, Le.: 
a) since the statistical information belongs to the community (6), 

everybody is enabled to access it together with a fairguidance 
(meta-data) for the evaluation of its reliability, 

b) the office is bound to keep the individuai information secret, 
c) the aggregated data should be spread in such a way that it is 

impossible to go back to the respondent. 
Ali statistical offices of the public system may get and analyze the 

data collected to realize the objectives of the national statistical 

(6) Aiso according to Rey (1990), "The circu/ation 01 the statistical information is the 
obviou$ consequence of its production. The costs met by the community for its producUon 
imply the feedback to it aSknowledge end instrument for demoçratic· control fo possibly 
improve the public servìces" 
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program. An administrative unit mayask its statistical office to analyze 
the system data for its institutional activity, but it cannot be glven any 
individuai information acquired by the office far its analyses. 

Regufations trace the outline where an ottice ìs clearly separated for 
institutional and practical reasons from the other offices 01 the 
administrative unit. Ithas technical autonomy and legai responsibility (l) 
in managiog the statistical ·information. Such an office may assume a 
paramount rofe within thè administrative unit. 

The possibi1ity of guessing whom a particular result applies to is 
easier where everyone knows everyone else, and certaingroups have 
vèrylow frequencies (a typical case is that of firms classified according 
to economicand size class). Statistics shouid then be given out for large 
categoriesof respondents; datailed analyses apply to data which canoot 
be . ascrlbed to respondents. For example, sensible data 01 a 
recognizable category of population should not be published, whilst 
there is no reason why the low frequency of a particular opinion over the 
whole population shouJd not be published. 

Therefore, since statistics at the local level are even more exposed 
to the risk of violation than the national ones, what are the rules for data 
dissemfnation? The Bifront nature of local Statistical Offices allows a 
double attitude: data belonging to the nattonal statisticalsystem should 
not be put at outers' disposal, while data which integrate the inner 
informative system can be accessible to everybody. 

9. Final Considerations 

The arguments dea 't with in the preceding sections highlighted the 
following operative points. Firstly the necessity of developing local 
statistical offices both numerically and qualitatively. 

Slatisticians are and rnay remain a minority in the existing statistical 
offices. Of course, at any recruitment competition far personnef in 
statistical offices, statisticians should be preferred. But we doubt that it 
wiU be possible to find enough statisticians to cover the needs of the 
National Statistical System. Moreover, many practicians at the local 
levelare skilled in statistics even if they graduated in other disciplines. 

The basic problem of the Italian Statistical System is the settlement 
of statistical offices. Once a statistical office is settled, whoever the 
experts assigned to it, it is up to the SISTAN to refine their skilfs. 

Data formation, demografie, economie and statistical analysis are 
basic skiUs for people at the statistical office to perform adequately their 
duties. An important but often ignored skill is the abllity to communicate 
the results of the analysis to a non-technical audience. This is one of 
the barriers to be removed to foster statistics outside the statistical 
circuits. 

(7) In tact, the emptoyees who would spread outincorrectty 1he statistical information 
commit an indictable offence. 
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Th'esecond point Is theSIST AN'sresponsible bodies' awareness of 
the financial resources, t.he equipment, and the persons bothactuatly 
employed bythe statisUcal offices or tikely to be assigned to it for its set 
up. 

A survey on statistical offices should get thesystem acquainted also 
with its people's skiUsabout the new duties they are given. Their ability 
to deslgnquestionnalres, samples, and data collection strategies, 
interpretand· communicate statistical results, integratesurvey. and 
administrativedata (drawn form their jnformative systems) should be 
known. 

The survey ought to inform afso about theoffice activity and the 
removabilityof the perceived limits to the realization of its purposes. It 
is importantto know if difficulties arise from the politica! situation or from 
contingent causes which an expression of will of the national system 
could remove. 

The last point is the relation between the S!STAN's offices and 
publle opinion agemcies for the collection of topical data. The risk of a 
confUet of interestsis mlnimum. The new tasks assigned to thè statistica! 
officesfmptythè widening of the actualconcern of publicopinion polls. 
Therefore, provided the 1ST AT decides not to settle its own fixed 
networksfor data collection, serious agencies may.be contacted by the 
statistical offices toserve aa data collectors for their surveys. The 
situation remainingasitis, it is profitable also for private agencies which 
are able to guarantee good performances. 
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INCOME, CONSUMPTION ANO LABOURFORCE 
SURVEYS: AN OUTLOOKON ITALY 

Luigi Cannari - Regional Economie Research Statf, Bank of Italy 
Paolo Sestita - Research Department, Bank of Ita/y 

I.ltroduction 

This paper describes the main features of Italy's most important 
official household surveys, namely, the Bank of Italy's Surveyof 
Househotd Income and Weatth (SHIW), Istat's Surveyof FamiJy Budgets 
(SFB) and fstat's Labour Force Survey (LFS). SHIW collects data about 
income and wealth ~nd SFB focuses on consumption, whileLFS inquires 
Into the structure and distribution of the labour force.As one of themost 
important sources for estimating the state of the economy, the latter is 
probably the most widely used. SFB providesìnformation about 
household expenditure anditscomponents while SHIWis mostly used 
for micro~economic studies. 

These surveys are. not theonly sourcesof informationabout 
individuaI andhouseholdbehaviaur (much can be found in Istat's 
Indagine Multiscopo andother unofficialsources). However, they are the 
mostcommonly used in sCientific empirical studies. Moreover they have 
ali been conducted for decades, sothat (at least in principle) 
comparisons over time are possible. 

A detailed deseription of the methodology of these surveys would 
require a far longer papero Manyresearchers have analyzed and 
discussed thesample design and the methods of data coltection, 
assessed the error profile of eaeh survey and put forward proposalsto 
improve data quality C). Our aim is topresent a unified pieture, from 
which, hopefuUy, to derive some suggestions for eaeh. 

SHIW, SFB and LFS are similar in many respects (se e Table). The 
statistical unit in alt three Is the household. They ali use a two-stage 
stratifiedsample design. In the first stage munieipalities are selected 
from strata defined in terms of (roughly) the same geographical areas 
and population size of the municipalities and in the second households 

(1) Many of the considerations in this paper draw on more specific works by 
Brandolini (19~3), Brandolini and Cannarì (1993), Filippucci and MarHani (1992), Fabbris 
andBernardi (1986), Innocenzi (1992), aria TrivéUato(1990). 
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are randomly drawn from registry office records e). Moreover, from the 
standpoint of economic analysis, the surveys are strongfy related. 

The usefulness of the SHIW data on income and wealth, with 
defailed information cotlected for each household member, is 
unfortunately undermined by high nonresponse rates and an appreciable 
under~reporting of assets, attributable to the sheer size of the 
questìonnaire, 8S well as many households' marked reluctance to 
disc/ose details of their affairs. Our main suggestions for this survey 
accordingly cali for shortening the questionnaire and experimenting with 
ways to increase the response rate. At the same time, a greater effort 
should be. made to discover who the non~respondents are. 

Details on consumption expenditure and its components are 
coHected by Istat's SFB. The main probtems with this survey are the 
short reference period for some expenditure items and the sample 
design. Lengthening the reference period wou/d reduce the variability of 
estimates of consumer durables, but the heightened risk of misdating 
pastevents coutd increase measurement errors. One possibility might 
be resort toa panel scheme. Amongother things, a pane! survey would 
estimate the 10ngitudinaJ age profile of income and consumption more 
accurately. 

LFScollects data on the behaviour of individuals in the labour 
market. lì estimates total emptoyment and unemploymentand breaks 
down labour market aggregates by geographica/ area and sector of 
activity. The cycUcal relevance of this survey isreduced, however, by 
long lags before the resuftsare released and by its only quarterly 
frequency. A possible remedy could be more frequentpomng of a smalt 
sample withashort questionnaire, together wtth a less frequent survey 
of a larger sample. Forcompleteness, some basic data on incomeand 
weatth mightbe collected 0.0 a subsample at longer intervals. However, 
any refinement must be handled wlth extreme care; past changes and 
refineme.ots have often been mismanaged, creating breaks in the 
aggregate series and diminishingits usefulness as a cyclical indicator. 

Many of our proposals would require more professio.oal interviewers; 
in fact, the field work is a prime source of weakness for ali three surveys, 
and in particularfor LFS and SFB, which do not useprofessional 
interviewers. Neìtner the Bank of Italy nor lstat has much controf over 
the fietd work; theformerco.otracts the interviewing Qut to a market 
research firm, while the latter relies on local municipal employees. The 
new procedureemployed by the Bank of Italy for the 1991 SHtW is 
interesting: a second firm was engaged to audit the survey, thus 
furnishing information about the quality of the field work and also acting 

(2) In each municipality, the Generai Registry Office keeps and continuously updates 
the list of resident households. Those moving to other municipalities or abroad are 
required to inform the registry office. The 1991 census data, however, have revealed 
errors and biases in the registries aswell. Furthermore, the errors(which add up t() a 
difference of a million persons in national population) are found disproportìonately in the 
South of the country. 
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as a motivatlng device, as interviewers knew they would be checked. No 
such approach is liketytobe feasible for Istat, however, given its greater 
number of surveys and far largèr samples. 

Sample design 

Basic survey unit 

PSU strata 

PSU strata 

SSU strata 

Panel scheme 

Post stratification criteria 

Sample slte households 

Frequency 

Coreof the survey 

Main problems and 
Improvement 

Maln feature. of Italian hou.ehold .urvey. 

SurveyQf Household 
Income and Weslth 

(Benkof ftaly) 
SHIW 

Survey of Family 
8udgets 

(Istat) 
S8F 

Labour Force 
Survey 
(Istel) 
LFS 

Two-stage stratified cluster sampling 
PSU: Municipality SSU: Household 

De facto Household Legai Household 

No 

Defined (mainly) by geographical area and population slze of municipality 

No 

Ves NBo Ves 

No By household size By age and sex 

8,000 39,000 70,000 

Zvery two years Annual Quarterly 

Income and wealth Consumption Employment and 
expenditure unemployment 

Non-response and Reference periodfor Low Irequency 
under-reporting durables 

Changesin Lack of a pane I Changesin 
methOdology scheme method.ology 

PoorquaUty 01 Poor quality of data Lack 01 income and 
consumption data wealth data 

non-professionet interviewers 

Better use 01 administrative data for stratificatiOn and/or 
post-stratification of PSUs and SSUs 

Reduction 01 definitional dispartles between surveys 

Design of a more closely integrated framework 

A common problem is definitional disparities, which hamper 
comparisons between different surveys. Researchers often request a 
more integrated framework. As a first step towards this, deflnitions, 
concepts and methodologies should be put on a comparable basis,· and 
the statistical breakdown of published tables should be based on a large 
set of classificatory variables defined in the same way. We also suggest 
experimentation with matching the three surveys both using a subsample 
and on statistical basis. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the first two sections we deal 
respectively with the Bank of Italy's Survey of Household Income and 
Wealth and with Istat's Survey of Family Budgets and in the third with 
Istat's Labour Force Survey. A brief history of each survey is foUowed by 
a description 011ts current definitions and methodologies. thena review 
of the main problems and some proposals for an improvement. In secUon 
4 wedeal with issues that arenot survey-specificbut relate to the design 
of a more integrated framework. 
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1. The Bank of Italy's Survey of Household Incorne and Wealth 

1. 1. A brief history 

The Bank of Italy's Survey of Household Income and Wealth (SHIW) 
has been conducted since 1965, yearly until198? (except for 1985) and 
every two years thereafter. 

The aim of the survey is to gather information concerning the 
microeconomic behaviour of Italian househofds. Data on income (net of 
taxes and social security contributions) and wealth form the core of the 
survey. Over the years the survey variables, sample design and 
methodology have undergone a number of changes, hampering 
intertemporal comparisons. 

The definition of income was kept largely unchanged unti! 1986. An 
overall revision of the survey in that year brought the definitions more 
closely in fine with the national accounts, introducing the distinction 
between receipts on income account and transfers on capitai account and 
also between income from unincorporated enterprises and that from 
quasi-corporate enterprises. A further ditference regards interest and 
dividend income: unti! 1986 interviewees were questioned specificaIJy on 
this item; since 198?, it has been computed by multiplying holdings of each 
type offinancial asset bythe average market return on it. In 1989and 1991 
the wording of the questions concerning some income components, 
especially for the self-employed, was slightly changed. 

Estimates of household real estate holdings are based on definitions 
that have remainedlargely unchanged over the years. On the contrary, 
questions on financial assets have undergone trequent changes of 
definitions and ot wording. 

Data on consumption spending have been collected since 1980 with 
only few questions, essentially to improve checks tor internai consistency. 
In recent years, however, more attention has been paid to consumption 
and some expenditure items have been added tothe questionnaire. 

Sampling has a/ways been conducted in two stages: municlpalities 
are selected in the first stage,. households in the secondo MajOr 
modifications were introduced in 1984 and 1986. Unti/1986 municipaHties 
were selected on the basis of the local availabifityof professional 
interviewers. The system had the undesirable effect of under-representing 
some "poor" areas of the country. Since 1986, they have been randomly 
selected with a scheme that is consistent with that used by Istat's LFS. 
Unti/1983, households were drawn from the Electoral Register, owing to 
the fact that the Bank of Ita/y had no access to registry office records. 
Thus, larger households were more likely to be setected and household 
income (as well as other survey variables) were biased upwards. Since 
1984, the collaboration of Istat (and the municipalities invotved) has made 
it possible to drawhouseholds from registry ottice records, thus 
eliminating the bias. 

To reduce the variance of estimates, the samplesize. ranging from 
3,000 to 4,GOOuntil1984, was doubled in 1986 and kept unchanged 
thereafter. To further reduce the standard errors of some estimates, 
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especially those of variations of household income and wealth over Ume, 
the sampling scheme was revised in 1989 and a panel secUon was 
included in the sample. In 1989 about 1,200 of the households surveyed 
in 1987 were re~interviewed. In 1991 this pane I section was increased to 
about2,200households. 

1.2. Definitions and methodologies 

1.2. 1. The information 

The basic survey unit is the household, defined as a group of 
individuals linked by ties of blood, marriage or affection,sharing thesame 
dwelling and pooling alror part of their incomes. Persons living in nursing 
homes,prisons and military installations arééxcluded. If two or more 
nuclear families are listed separately at the registry offices but are linked 
by family ties and Uve together, SHIW recordsthem as one household. 

Sex, age, education, occupational status, sector of activity and 
relationship to the household head are recorded for each household 
member. The head is defined as the person most knowledgeable about 
family income and wealth. 

Wages andsalaries, self~employment earnings, pensionsand other 
transfers are recorded on an individuai basis, with theexception of 
incomes from household enterprises. Income from property (interest, 
dividends and rents)is conventionally assigned to the household heade). 

Esfimates ofthe marketvalue ofreal estate are generallyprovided by 
the h0':1sehold head.Oata on residential property (size in square meters, 
building. date, location) are also collected. 

Financial assats emerge as a serious problem area, because of the 
unwiltingness of households to declare their holdings. Thequestionnaire 
has been repeatedly revised to cope with this problem. 

In the current survey, households are asked to suppJy informatioo 00 
thepercentage corriposition of their portfolios; only after completing this 
section do they face some questions on the actual amount of their 
holdings. Thus, information on the percentage composition of financial 
wealth of the household can be obtained even from households that do 
not intend to disclose their worth. 

Information on consumption is collected with just a few questions, 
distinguishing between durables and nondurables (a distinction not 
available in 1986). In the current questionnaire spending on valuables, 
motor vehicles and other durables is recorded separately. The main 
nondurable items reported arefood expenditure (monthly), rent (monthly), 
house maintenance (annual) and other outlays (annual). 

(3) Interest and dividend income, computed by multiplying holdings of financial 
assets by the average market return on each type, are imputed to the household as a 
whole. Rents are recorded for each residential and non-residential building or property 
owned. Homeowners are asked to estimate the implicit rent of their own dwelling. 
However, rental income could be separately attributed to each household member, as 
information abòut real estate ownership is recorded. 
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1.2.2. Sample design 

The current sample is made up of two subsets: households that did 
not take partin previous surveys (non-pane!) and households already 
interviewed (panel section). The former is seJected by thetwo-stage 
stratified cluster sampling procedure described above (4). The panel 
coincides with the set of respondents to the previous survey who had 
agreed (two years before) to be re-interviewed and are resident in 
municipalities wlth over 40,000 inhabitants or more than 5 households 
interviewed. 

First of all, interviewers try to contact households participating in 
previoussurveys, to get as large a pane I subsample as possible. Then the 
non-panel subset is approached. If any household declines to cooperate, 
interviewers resort to a list of alternates, selectad from the registry office 
records with the same criteria as the main sample. 

1.3. Some issues and suggestions 

Non-response and under-reporting are the main shortcomings of 
SHIW. Participation is voluntary and the response rate has traditionaUy 
been low, because of severe distrust. Such efforts to overcome 
non-response and under .. reporting as the distribution of a beoklet 
explaining the reasens why the survey is conducted and assuring 
confidentiallty, giving households reportsof previous surveys and issuing 
special identification cards to interviewers naVe not prOved very 
successful. 

At firstgl~l'Ice, distrust seems to nave risen aver Urne: after oscmating 
around 60 percént unti! 1987, the overall response rate dropped to 37 per 
cent in 1989. This rise, however, may be more apparent than real. First, 
since 1989interviewers have also been paid for information provided 
concerrìingnon-responding units (5). Second, in recent surveys data 
collection has started in late spring and been completed during the 
summer; thus, as peoPle went on holiday, noncontacts increased.Finally, 
since 1989 households that participated in previous surveys have been 
asked for re-interviews, and the response rate of this subset has been 
lower. 

The theoretical sampling weights (computed on the basis of the ex 
ante probabilities of selection) are adjusted ex post using the response 
rates estimated for each municipality. This procedure is not fUlly 
satisfactory because the probability of responding might differ according 

(4) Municipalities are divided into 51 strata, defined by 17 areas and 3 population 
classes: over 40,000; 20,000-40,000; under20,OOO. Ali the municipalities in the first elass 
are included; those in the second are randomly selected with probability proportional to 
theirpopulati.on; the same criterion is applied to the municipallties in the third class, after 
further stratification by type of terrain and prevalent economie activity. Households are 
then randomly selected from registry ottice records. 

(5) They may have slackened their efforts to persuade households to participate. 
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t& gender, a,e,.educatiém,oocupatlonat:8tatus, Inccmè,wealth andother 
""80tY8I' chafaQteri_s. 

,~;a.,." . skldies'" hav •. e.amined' the . charaet.ristias of 
nonr.~e" .. 1"4.', intervlewèrsw8I'e requeated to ask nei,hbolJrs 
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to.pelakencauliou$ly. The problem h8l'e la that second-wave 
nonreSJ)OnGenbs may bé· very different from Ihe nonrespondents in a 
one-tlme .... rvey. 

Comparison ·of aurvey eslimates·. IO· censualo,· olher dataia another 
WidèJy usedm.thod of assessing nonresp<,tnse and under-reporting bias. 
Accordit't,~.., fllandolinl and Cannari (199$), compar~ to Ule nat.ional 
account.· •. SftIVl .. ,Iilhlf, overe,t;m.tes. wages and salari.s, while 
unG""i~,,.;.emptoy""t'inQOme,., s'most'onehalf; .pantltons fall 
stwrl'qf"thenlm. .... ;.ecountfilur.s. by' almost,.athlrd.lninvestment 
in .. ~ neIÌJlt ••• 10tYfin .. ~atassets' emerge;El$ a serious' probtem 
... , ... ereas*'!_.~ OYefestimat.·by' •• o,,* ' .. 9,p.f\·(lent~On the 
;wft __ ~aJJOf~4. __ .teinwm.ap .... tQ be.ound·!5 per 
aent.Wh.eà&for consumpffOn Il is about $O:per c:ent. . 

.venthiè asseesm:e"tisnot fuIJ,setisfactory,howev8l'. Comparability 
with·u,e·natiOn$l ~ount8'i& weakened by difl8l'enoes in deflnltiGna ànd 
concèpl$,· ·andboth ·sourc8$' ma,; luner fr.om mu$tUement.rors. In 
addition., Ibe;~,..ariso;n b.een a,gr.te estimates doea noi m_ke it 
pCJsiU.teto dJ;stlrlguisft rionr.ponseiDiasfrom' uMer,;ret>ortine.The;.latter 
t,n(,tt: ne.ig.ble .in .tne SIiIW •. e.nnafiàM Violi ·(1991) estimate, the 
under-teportlng of self-emptoyment incomeat'ov., .0p.cent.Cannari 
·andD!Alessio (1990), after correctmg··for und.r-reporti·na· of ·,eal estates. 
revisedthe eStimate of average hGusenold income upwards by about 4 per 
cento Under-rep<,trting of flnaneial assets is even mor.substantial. 

Ther. are many potential ways of· improvtng ··response rates and 
reducing under-rep<,trting or response errors (see for example Groves, 
1989). Some of them are the subject of controvers, among survey 
statiSticians and wiU not be dlscussed in Ibis short paper. Some proposals, 
however,ca"be put forward. First, thecolleetion of data should Start early 
in Ihe year, in order to avold the summer holiday sesson. Second. the 
questionnaire should be shortened. In the debrieflng, many interviewers 
a!9~ ~hal thEt atteJ'ltic>n()f respondents d,eclin", in the final secli.ons òfthe 
q~ionn..,.~ 1't;Ws,.,r'lltot1$fs, atthe·end·of tt,.in."JewwouJtlbe 
sublect to great.r mEt8Sur.menterrortttan.those atithe begJnning. This is 
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plausible and might explain why consumption expenditure, which is put at 
the end of the questionnaire, is more heavi/y underestimated than income. 

The current questionnaire is made up of a multitude of forms; some 
do not seem relevant to the core of the survey and coutd be submitted to 
only a subsample. The questionnaire for the panel respondents could be 
modified to avoid duplicating information that is already available (~). 
Computer-assisted interviews would make such a change easier. 

Details on some phenomena that are availabJe from other sources 
might be dropped. In this case, a more integrated framework would be 
required and the comparability of definitions, concepts and methodologies 
across surveys should be increased. This issue is examined in section 4. 

In the context of a more integrated framework, SHIW definiìions of 
income should also be compatible with those reported in tax files, and a 
grossing-up procedure should be routinely applied to SHIWafter-tax 
incomes to estimate pre-tax aggregates. An accurate comparison with tax 
records may help to understand who the non-respondents are and what 
kind of mis-reporting is most likely. 

2. The Istat Survey of Family Budgets 

2. 1. A brief history 

Information on consumption expenditure was coHected by Istat ina 
survey of the budgets of non-rural families, in 1953 and 1954. The Institute 
conducted a new survey of family budgets in 1963-64 as part of a project 
undertaken by Eurostat. Some years later plans were drafted for a regular 
survey of family budgets, focusing on detailed information on consurnption 
expenditure and its composition. 

The first survey of the series was conducted by Istat in 1968. The data 
collected were initially used as an external yardstick for national account 
estimates of household consumption. Over the years, however, this 
function was downplayed, because survey aggregates were consideredto 
be underestimated. Thus, the survey has been used mainly for 
microeconomic purposes, such as estimating weights for computing price 
indexes and gauging poverty C>. 

Following EEC directives, in 1979 questions on monthly household 
income and annual savings were added. These were essentially 
conceived as a by-product. The results were not fully satisfactory, 
however, and the information on incorne and savings was not published. 
In 1980 the questions on income and savings were permanently 
incorporated. 

After a decade of substantial stability (with minor changes that 
lengthened the questionnaire), at the end of the eighties Istat undertook 

(6) For example, if a household was interviewed in 1989 and is stili living in the same 
piace in 1991, we could fefrain from repeèting the datai/ed items on the dwelling in 1991. 

(7) See Gorrieri (1985) and Sarpellon (1992). 
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a research project on private consumption ("Le statistiche dei consumi 
privati nel sistema statistico nazionale"), which elicited many proposals 
for revisìonof SFB fromtheresearchers. Some ofthese proposals are now 
beingevaluated. and others will betested in the near future. We have 
accordingly chosen to describe thedefinitions andthe methodology used 
from1980 t01990, together with the main prop~als for revision, rather 
than detailingcurrent definitionsand methodology, which are a hybrid of 
old and the new. 

2.2. Definitions and methodology, 1980-1990 

2.2. 1. The information 

The survey unit is the housèhold, as Hsted at the registry office (we 
term this the "legai" household).Astwo or more legaI households may be 
joined by family ties and live together, this definitiongenerates a different 
distribution of househotds by size from the Bank of Italy's estimates. The 
difference between legai and de facto households was also pointed out by 
Istat's 1983 survey onfamily structure and behaviour (8). 

Problems arise when twoor more families are registered separately 
but live under the same roof and share ali or part of their income for 
consumer purchases (Le., they do not have independent "balance 
sheets ff). In this case, ashare oftotal consumption expenditure had to be 
imputed to each legai famìJy. To remedy this problem, since 1988 the de 
facto ho~sehold hasbeen interviewed as awhole but the data have been 
subsequently post-stratified by householdsize, ustng registry office 
figures €AS an external yardstick. 

During the eighties the consumption expendituresurvey involved a 
complex, three-form questionnaire. The daily expenditure form and the 
self-consumption form were completed by the household, and a form 
summarizing expenditures was filled inbythe interviewer. A total of about 
200 expenditure items were recorded. 

The survey was conducted over a period of 30 days. During the first 
10 days households completed the daily expenditure and 
self-consumption forms. At the end of the period ìnterviewerschecked and 
summarized the daHy expenditures. coHected data on household 
characteristics, ownership of houses and cars, ownership and purchase 
of selected durables over the 90 days preceding the interview, and 
purchases of other goods, services and durables in the last month. Finatly, 
households were asked to select tram a number of classes those best 
representing their total monthly incame and annual savings. 

(8) According to registry office records, the share of one-person households was 
20.7 per cent among persons aged 65 to 74, and 32.1 per cent among those older than 
75; whende facto familiesare considéred,these proportions drop t016.4 and 25.0 per 
cent, while the overal! average household size rises from3.0 to 3.2 persons (Istat, 1985). 
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2.2.2. Sample design 

The sampling procedure uses a two-stage stratified design. Unti/1991 
ali provincial capitals and municipalities with 50,000 inhabitants were 
included as self-representative municipaHties (SRM). SRMs participated 
every month. The remaining municipalities, or non-SRMs, were stratified 
by population, prevalent economie activity, and type of terrain. Three 
non-SRMs per stratum were selected and each participated in the survey 
once a quarter. Every year one third of the non-SRMs were replaced. 
Since 1991 the replacement of non-SRMs has been deferred pending an 
overall revision of the sample design (9). 

In the second stage, during the eighties, about 3,000 households were 
randomly selected every month from the list of household heads prepared 
(but not ful/y used) to re piace non-respondents to the quarterly labour 
force survey. In 1991 this method was abandoned; households are drawn 
directly from the registry office records and the selection is independent 
of LFS. 

2.3. Recent changes and forthcoming experiments 

The main survey-specific issues concerning SFB are the reference 
period for expenditure items and the sample design (cross-section or 
panel). 

During the eighties, the survey's reference periods vari ed according 
to expenditure item. Some purchases were recorded daily over a period 
of ten days: a three-month reference period was used for some durabJes, 
one month for others. 

On the whole, the reference periods appear to be quite short. 
Households have reduced the frequency of their purchases, going more 
often to supermarkets rather than smaJl shops and increasing their stocks 
of non-durables. Shopping tends to be concentrated on week-ends. The 
ten-day reference period is thus not only short but also out of phase with 
the purchase cycle. Some researchers have accordingly proposed 
lengthening the period to 14 days. This would be helpful but would also 
substantially increase the burden for the respondent. Istat plans a pilot 
study to evaluate the issues and effects. 

The reference period for durables will also be lengthened to cut down 
the great variability of the estimates of rare events. The current pian is to 
extend it to 12 months. 

However, a longer reference peri od raises some important issues. 
Measurement error may increase, owing to failure of respondents to recall 
purchases and misdating of those that are remembered. A detailed Iist of 
durables may assist memory, but it is not likely to solve the problem. 

(9) As is pointed out by Filippucci and Marliani (1992). the number of municipalities 
could be reduced without significantly increasing standard error; cluster analysis could be 
used to define more homogeneous strafa. 
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Information on durables should not be collected at the end of the reference 
periOd, unless households agree to keep their receipts or other 
expenditure records over the whole periodo Alternatively, to safeguard 
against misdatinga boundingintervrew could be taken, using a panel 
design. Reapondents would be asked to report the durablas they 
purchased in a given period priorto the interview. Thepurchases reported 
in the second interview would be checked by interviewers to make sure 
they didnot occur before the actllal reference periodo 

This latter approach appears preferable. A panelsurvey would not 
only improve data quality but also contribute to a better understanding of 
consumption behaviour. The longitudinal age profile of consumption and 
income could be more accurately estimated, In a life-cycle setting one 
could examine how changes in household structure affect consumer 
behaviour. The survey uni! could be based onthe concept of"extended" 
family, permitting an evaluation ofthe importance of aJtruisminexplaining 
consumption decisions. In this framework, if a household splits into two or 
more households (as children get married. for instance) each new family 
should be re-interviewed. 

A longitudinal survey would also make it possible to estimate the 
persistence of poverty among different households and analyze the 
factors determining transitions from poverty to non-poverty and viceversa. 

Thereis no clear agreement on the pane I design. A longitudinal 
survey requires greater afforts than a cross-sectional one; The Bank of 
Italy's Survey of Household Income and Wealth, for example, is plagued 
by very low responserates in the panel section. Even considering that 
participation in SHIW is voluntary while it is compulsory inSFB, it fa hard 
to deny that a panel design would lower the SFB response rale. 

In a Jongitudinal survey, interviews should be conducted more 
professionally (a point we will consider in section 4), withcorrespondingly 
higher costs of data collection. The data quality controls should be 
modified to ascertain the consistency of information collected in different 
tim~s and to allow for changes in the composition of households. 

3. The Labour Force Survey 

3. 1. A brief history 

After initial experimentation in the mid-fifties, Istat's Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) has been conducted every quarter since 1959, growing 
progressively broader and more informative. Unfortunately these 
improvements have repeatedly created breaks; otherwise the LFS seri es 
would be unique in Ita/y for length. 

The purpose of the survey remains macroeconomic: gathering 
information to estimate employment and unemployment. 

For unemployment, there is no administrative source cf comparable 
quality in Italy. The State Employment Servi ce register of job-seekers 
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increasingly includes people who enroll for collateral advantagesell); 
furthermore the present law regulating the Service (Law 56/1987) does not 
prevent the employed from registering. 

As for employment, by deflnition administrative sources do not cover 
the "underground economy" (which aU observers concur is very sizabCe). 
Also, even now amployment informationis only available with long lags. 
Moreover, the peculiar estimates of employment currently used in Ine 
Italian national accounts are based on a combination of data tFom 
households and data from firms (11). 

Changes in the survey over time have been due both to refinements 
or revisions in the rules for identifying employed persons and job~seeker8. 
and changes· in tha richness of the questionnaire or the methodology of 
sampling and extrapolating the results to the enti re population. The most 
recent changes have involved three major breaks: 
1) In 1977 the questionnaireand the definitions used to identify people in 

the labour force were broadly revised to include as employed 
individuals with irregular and unstable job attschments and. as 
job~seekers, those of non~occupational status (students, houseWives) 
and only minor (and not recent) job-search actions. 

2) In 1984 the questionnaire was revised again, with an additional section 
for each household member of working age e2), and additionaf 
emphasis was placed on job search. This may have contributedto a 
further upward revision in the estimate of job~seekers; whi'e retaining 
the same questionnaire and definitions, in 1986 unemployment(and 
labour force) were adjusted downward byexcluding·· trom the 
job~seekers thoee individuale who did not specify the actual nature and 
timing of their job-search actions e3). 

3) In October 1992 the questionnaire was further enlarged e4), witha 
much finer occupational and sectoral breakdown for employment; 

I minimum working age was raised from 14 to 15; job-seekers were 
f 

(10) Regular unemployment benefits never depended on registry with the SefViee 
and have traditionally been very small in any case. But enrollment entitles one to some 
other advantages (such as public transport discounts and health expense rebates). 
Moreover, registrants beneflt from several marginai employment subsldies, somany 
people reglster while stRI at school or remain on the rOlls, i.e., do not canee1 their names, 
while working. 

(11) After partitioning the overall market Into cells, Istat compares household and 
firm data for each celi and takes the hlgher figure as correct. When firm data are higher, 
the difference is assumed to represent job positions held by workers with more than one 
job. In the opposlte case, the differenee is attributed to «irregular» activities, reported by 
households but not included In the official accounts of firms. The obvious risk of such a 
procedure Is that of magnifying measurement error and imparting an upward biu to 
aggregate estimates. 

(12) Previously there was a single questlonnaire, wlth a row for each member of the 
household. 

(13) This ravision went mostly unnoticed notwithstandlng its significance: tor July 
1986, for example, it produced a drop of around 1 percentage point in the aggregate 
unemployment r"te. 

(14) Ftom 8t013 questiona for the houSehold section(with a row for each individuai); frorn 
8 to 56 questiona for thè individuai section for each person of working age. 
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redefined as individuals reporting a job-search action in the last month 
e5). These changes have made it impossible to have a consistent 

series over Ume. The information previously available on the timing of 
the respondent's last job-search action is of no direct use for revising 
even the aggregate estimates of the erHer surveys. In fact, the fange 
of job-seafch actions listed in the questionnaire has been further 
extended C6 ); moreover, the new wording of several questions and 
their sequence may have prompted individuals to focus their attention 
on actions taken during the last month. Therefore, while we have 
comparable figures for job-seekers from 1959 to 1991 C7), no reliable 
comparison can be made with the following period (a provisional 
estimate of the most important aggregates, and employment has been 
provided by the Bank of Italy in its Annual Report presented the 31th 
of May, 1994). 

Indeed, as far as comparability is concerned, the most recent years, 
the most important for cyclical analysis, have been particularly 
unfortunate. In 1991, the techniques for extrapolating the results were 
modified. External information on both the sex and age structure of the 
population is now used to eliminate a downward bias previously present 
for both employed persons and job-seekers (18); unfortunately, figures 
comparable with the new methodology are only availablefor 1990. 
Moreover, one of the four surveys conducted in 1992 was taken in May, 
instead of Aprii, thus preventing the identification of seasonal factors. 
Finally, startingfrom January 1993 the new census data (which differed 
from the registry office records by about a million in total population) have 
been used to post-stratify the sample. 

Other important modiflCations have involved the sample size. After 1980 
the sample was graduafly expanded to nearly 150,000 household units,almost 
twice the already sizable sample decided in 1977, in order to get reliable 
information at the sub-regional levaI. The unmanageability of such a large 
survey, with a heavy questionnaireand the actual conduct delegated to local 
municipalities (which use non-professional interviewers and are not under the 
direct control of Istat), eventually prompted a cutback. Now around 70,000 units 
are surveyed, stili a very considerable number. 

Finally, in 1992 moresophisticated techniques of imputing missing data 
were introduced. It is stili too early to assess the effects of the new probabilistic 
procedure adopted to replace the old deterministic method. 

(15) Previously the reterence period was six months, with no limit at ali for respondents who 
report~d that they were ragistered with the State Employment SeNice (and did not work during 
the reference week) or were entered in public sector employment examinations. 

(1.6) With more detailed timing of participation in public sector employment 
examinations and enroUment with the Employment Service. 

(17) The data for 1959-1976 were revised according to the 1977 de1initions; the 
adjustment made in i 986 was applied to the 1984-1985 period in order to reduce the risk 
of overestimation induced by the 1984 changes. Some problems of comparability al so exist 
for the 1990-1991 peri od (see below). 

(18) The bias was due to ttle tact that households with younger and more active 
members are less likely to be contacted (Ghellini, 1990). 
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3.2. Definitions and method%gies 

Sample design resembles those described in the previous sections. 
Historically, in fact, LFS was the pratotype for the other surveys: the 
two-stage scheme, with stratification of the first stage units, Le., 
municipalities (19), and random selection fram registry office records of 
the households in the second stage. Each household stays in the sample 
for 16months and is interviewed four times, in the 1st, 4th, 13th andleth 
months. As the survey is conducted quarterly, a longitudinal cornparlson 
with the previous survey and with the same month of the previous year is 
thus possible for about half the sample eO). 

The extrapolation procedure does not exploit this longiìudi.nal 
capability. As we have seen, the aggregates are now estimated with the 
assistance of external information on the sex and age structure of the 
population, together with cross-sectional survey results. Only a few 
studies have utilized the pane I structure owing to the limited availability of 
the micra-data (21). 

By international standards, a peculiarity of the Italia n LFS is the 
simultaneous presence (since 1977) of two channels of identification of 
employed persons and job-seekers. First, individuals are asked to classify 
themselves as employed, unemployed workers (Le., having lost a 
previous job), firsHob seekers or non-occupational status (students, 
housewives, pensioners etc.). But there is al so a set of questions bearing 
on actual work activity during the reference week, on job-search actions 
during the last month and on the respondent's willingness to start work 
"immediately". In this way Istat recovers an additional group of workers 
(the "undeclared employed", Le., people who actually worked some hours 
during the reference week but did not classify themselves as employed) 
and an additional group of 110ther job-seekers", Le., people who were 
effectively interested in a job (according to the rules for defining a 
job-seeker) but had defined themselves as students, housewives, etc. 

The new questionnaire asks for detailed information about . job 
experience (the present job for the employed, any previous professional 
experience for those not currently working); job-search actions (for both 
employed and unemployed); the kind of job desired and the reason the 

(19) The smaller municipalities (Le., those with fewer than 20,000 inhabitants) are 
randomly selected and rotated over time (one third per year, the change being made with 
the summer survey). The larger municipalities are permanent parts of the sample. 

(20) The observations concerning the same individuai in two different surveys are 
paried using the household code and the age and sex 01 each household member (Moriani, 
1981). Success1ul experiments with alternative procedures have been reported by Giusti, 
Marliani and Torelli (1990); however, the estimated transition flows in the market vary only 
marginally from one procedure to the other. 

The possibility of measurement errors in the flow estimates obviously remains high, 
especially for individuals in the grey area between working and not working. Moreover 
pairing is impossible, by definition, for households that have moved (the survey does not 
follow the movers). 

(21) See Torelli and Trivellato (1990), for a micro-analysis, and Sestito (1988), far a 
macro-analysis. 
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respondentdoes not search; trainingaetivity and tne employment position 
neld one year earlier. 

Most ofthe LFS data about currently herd jObs has' aJmost no 
count.rpart hl other Italian statisti es (plantsize, job tenure, working hours 
during tt:re refefence week and usual workinghours, temporary or 
part-timenatureof theposition). The immense detail of the sectoral and 
occupational,breakdown far boththe main jGb and seconct job (if any) has 
cr'eatecta number of problemsin managing the survey; the se'etora' 
bre.kdownof employed .persons as nowestimated is not comparabfewith 
thosel)efore· October 1992; 

'Jobaspirafion items include the desired numberof workinghours, 
whether lemporary or permanent employment issought, the respondent's 
willingness to moveand, finally, a question designed to disentangfe the 
questto" of the "reservation wage". 

3.3. IsSUìls and suggestlons 

LF$.;responctsto multiplepurposes: (i) toprovide aggre'gate estirnates 
of employrnent and unemployment,c.ompatable over time and with their 
counterparts internationaJty, anct available with a frequencyand 
promptness cohsistent with the requirements of business cyde analysts; 
(ii) to give 'etailed inf6rmation about the geographical aftd sectontl 
disparities in thettalian labour market, more in order to depict the structure 
of the matket tnanto analyze the cyclical position of the indiViduaI 
mjCf~ .... r.s (22); (iii) to permlt micro-analysis oNndividual and hOusehold 
~tot,lr. 

TtuHlSffulneasoUhesurvey far cyçlical·analysis Is diminishedby tlte 
long 18gb.forethe results arerefeased and by ita only q"arterly 
frequency.Thelags depend onthe survey's large sampfe slze, heavy 
questiannaite and tlte inemcient govemancestructure.These factors 
explain why so far a more frequent survey has been deemed virtually 
impracticable. . 

Moreovercomparability ofthe aggregate estimates over time has very 
often been neglected. Any complex survey must be subject to change and 
refinement: both theory and experience continuously suggestnew issues 
for inquiry and new statistical methodologies to be exploited. When a 
change is i ntroduced , however, there must be some effort at prior 
assessment of the Jikely impact, so as to permit comparison between the 
old and the new estimates, at least for the most important aggregates. On 
the contrary, the revisions introduced as of October 1992 furnish a clear 
example of mismanaged change eS). 

(22) Of eourse, eounter-eyelieal macroeconomie potleies are eonducted at the 
nationaf level. 

(~)l~ Is' unelear whether eomparability OVer time has alsobeen adversely affeçted 
by the pr~abRisticìmputeti()f) of mi_singdata a'$O introducedinO~r .... Theiflner 
breakdown of employmenthàS generated a sharp inerease in miasing informatlon.ln'an 
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For micro-analysis the lack of wage, income and wealth data, ;a sn 
obvious impediment, although this may have helped encourage 
parUcipation, thus making it possible to have such a large sample (24). 

The quality 01 the data does not appear to bear disaggre(lated 
analysis. Furthermore quality of the survey is presumab'y highly uneven 
in geographicaf terms, depending as it does on the structure of 
governance of the survey, the use of non-professional interviewera and 
the intervention of the local municipalities. The recent reduction of'the 
sample slze mayhave helped, but the enlargement of the questiofull(fire 
has exacerbated the problem. paying the interviewers, as has been done 
since October 1992, la no solution If Istat cannot control what they actustly 
do. 

Achieving ali these goals, or a compromise among them, requires an 
integrated framework, and possibly more than a single instrument. For 
cyclical analysis, the sample should be reduced, the questionnaire 
shortened and the frequency stepped up. But the geographical detan 
desired would require enlarging the sample, while micro-analysls needa a 
lengthier, more detailed questionnalre. A more frequent survey (aay, 
montbly) could be conducted with a small sample and a simple 
questionnaire. A less frequent survey (say, yearly) could be based on a 
larger sample, so a,s to ootain the detailed geographical breakdown. More 
ponderous questionnaires for specific micro-analysis, Including some 
income items, could be prepared for specific sub-samples, using 
supplementary sections and following a rotating scheme. And in th ... 
aspects, greater use could be made of the survey's longitudinal potentiat 

Improving data quality, wefeel, would require the design changea ;ust 
now described. Ensuring comparability over time demands a changefo 
mentalhabits; given theuses 01 LFS, we think this Is a centrai Issue.'One 
possibility might be to make available several employment and 
unemployment estimates using different definitions; this could prove 
helpful, especially in transitions from one methodology to another. 

4. A More Closely Integrated Framework 

After examining the three surveys singly" we now turn to issues that 
are not survey-specific but retate to the design of a more closely integrated 
framework. 

We identify four mai n areas of concern: comparability (between 
surveys and over time), the weakness of the data collection step, the lack 
of important variables in each survey and the use of the micro data. 

effort to alleviate this problem, interviewers' pay has been made conditional on the 
presence 01 the occupational and sectoral items. 

(24) In theory, participation in Istat's surveys is compulsory, but the effective 
compliance and wlllingness cannot be taken for granted. Because 01 theoretically 
compulsory participation, we know much less about non-response in these surveys than 
inSHIW. 
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The definitions, concepts and methodologies of the three surveys 
needto be put on acomparabfe basis. For example,the basic survey unit 
(the ·household), suffers definilionaf disparitiesthat hinder comparison 
between surveys. The same definition shouldbe used in ali three surveys. 
Probably, de facto households should be interviewed, to avoid the 
necessity of imputing someaggregates (e.g., expenditure components) to 
members reg.istered in differenthouseholds. However, questions on how 
household members are registered al the registry office shou/d also be 
included inorderto permlt the survey data to be related to official registry 
figures. 

The additional information on registry status would make it possible 
to repott household size according to both the de facto and legaI 
household deftnitions. The latter (instead of theformer) could then be 
used to post~stratify surveydata, using the registry office figures as an 
externatyardstick. 

Moreover, a posteriori strata could be defined by supplementary 
classificatory variabfes· (generalizing, that is, the current LFS practice of 
utilizing the age structure of the population, as reported in the registry 
office records). Estimates based on the rargest of the three samples could 
be used as post-stratification variables as well (for example education, job 
status and broad sector of activityofhousehold members) ( 5). 

Comparabilityover lime has often been neglected (especially in the 
caseof SHIW and LFS), Owing to its macro uses, this shortcoming is most 
severefor LFS. 

In ali three surveys, the maindifficulty wlth data coUection stems from 
the interviewers. For LFS and SFB, the problem is presumably connected 
withthe structure ofgovernanceofthe survey, the lack of professional 
interviewers and the intervennon of the local municipaHties. Thisstructure 
and 15ta1's fimited powers affect the quality of the survey adversely. SHIW 
assigns the field work to a market research company, and the interviewers 
are not under the control of the Bank of Italy. Most are professional 
interviewers,which should be a guaranteeof quality. But there was a 
striking drop in the overall response rate in 1989, whenit was decided that 
interviewers would be paid for information concerning non-responding 
units, whichcasts some doubts on the quatity of the. fìeld work. 

The Bank of Italy introduced an interesting procedure for the 1991 
SHIW. A different company was put in charge of external auditing, thus 
generating independent information about the quality of the field work and 
acting at the same time as a motivating device, as the interviewers knew 
they would be checked. This devi ce is not likely to prove feasible in the 
case of Istat, however, with its more numerous surveys and far larger 
samples. A conceivable solution might be external professional 
interviewers trained and supervised by Istat staff. 

(25) A further issue, more administrative than statistical in nature, is the deterioration 
in the quality of the registry office records experienced over the last decade, which has 
been highlighted by census data. 
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In each survey, some important variables are missing or subJ#t to 
limitations and bias. The behaviour of individuals and households in thEt ~r 
market cannot be ftdly analyzed withoutknowtedge oftheir incomeand ~; 
but in LFS no incomeand weatth data are coItected.ln SFB income ~'an 
important role in explaining the consumer behavior, and greater attention ~Qutd 
be paidto this variable. Since the surveyfocuses on monthly income, tl)epànger 
is underestimation. Respondents' attention coutd well be drawn toonarr:~ lo 
revenues accruing monthty; il this is so, interest, cflVidends and other ~"ì 
annual or non-periodica' incomes woutd be OEtglected. ThEtrefOre more tt~ m{)r:Et 
detailed .questions concèrning income shoutd' be asked, if possible fòr each 
household member. Istat is moving in this direction, and thequestio~efor 
1994 wUfprobably include maoy additional items on individuai incomee. S.milar 
considerations apply, mutatis mutandis, to SJiilW. 

Some remediesfòr individuai surveys havebeen proposed, butthe problem 
might be more effectively handled by combining surveys. Each, of course, mu$l 
remain basically tied lo a specific issue, but asl1bsampleof one surveyçould 
be made to coincide with a subsample of another, after harmoni2ing dtninitions, 
concepts. and methodologies. Thus, for example, the· distributfon of income, 
wealth and consumption would be measuredin thesubsample common to 
SHIW and SFB. 

This obiective· rnay be difficult to achieve, not onIY because diffefent 
. istitutions w()Uld be involved but also because of theheavy burden it would piace 
on the subsample households. Altematively the survèys, could be .Unked'.by 
matching procedures. A joint working party formed by twogo.rnment 
commissions of inquiry (on poverty and ernargination:8nd'on socialimpÌlct of 
regulatory pr01lisions) had undertakenthis projèct,with encouraging pN1iminary 
resultJ~·:HoweVer, theresearchbroke offwith the expiry.ofithe commfssions. TfIe 
methOd proposedhypothesized thatthe SFB dataon consumption e~re 
were not biased while those of SHIW were misreported. 111e two samples were 
divided ioto il number of grOUPS according to seIected characteristicsavaitable in 
both surveys Cb example sex, age, education, job status of the household head. 
numberof ;cnitdren, family Size,hon)e ownership). Adjustment coefficients, 
compufedfor eacb group as the ratio of average SFS.consurnption expeAditure 
lo thecorresponding ·SHIW figure, were used to correct· the totaI coosumptiori 
expenditureof eacbhousehold in the SHIW samp1e (Citoniet al., 1991). 

As a first step towards a moreintegrated framework, in any case, 
published statistica I tables should be put on a generally comparable basis. 
In other words, the statistical breakdown should be based on a large set 
ofidenticalty defined classificatory variables, facilitating the appJication of 
estimation procedures using data from different sources (Angrist and 
Krueger, 1990; Arellano and Meghir. 1990). 

It would also be worth some effort to improvecomparability between 
the surveys and administrativesources. The use ofthe latterfor statistical 
purposes is stili virtually unexplored territory in Italy (211). Comparability at 
the individuai level is obviously constrained by the requirement of 

(26) An economie analysis based on sociat seeurity data has beenA8t'fo~' by 
Contini et al. (1992). 
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anol'lymity and confidentiality. But for aggregate estimates of specific 
population subgroups, such comparison is a feasible project 

A final observation relates to the avaifabilityof micro-information for 
empirical resea.rch.Collecting data that can be uSed for micro-analysis lS 
one of the purposesof this kind ofsurvey; moreoverthe analysis of 
micro-data made by independent researchers is one of thebest sources 
of ideas for improvingstatistical design. With this. in mind, . Istat's 
rethinking - already· undertaken - of the purpose of SFB appears to be 
very useful. Closer coordination between the institutions that collect 
statistical data .and . the researchers who . use them .. wouldallow more 
precise determination of which data need to be gathered to test economlc 
hypotheses.l.n this way. thedesign could be revised to obtainan optimum 
sample with respect to onès specific alm. 

At presentonly the SHIW makes micro-dataavaUable. This is one 
reason why, desplte its potentially great analyticaland statistic.al 
importance. thetongitudinal nature of a survey IikelFS has remained 
largely unexploited. 

Thus, the creation of readily consultable public files extracted from 
LFS and SFB (obviousJy. guaranteeing anonymity) would be a majtir 
contribution to economic and statistical inquiry. 
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\~ SUIIIIARY 
'Ile paper descrlbes the Italian sBmple surveyson Income, wealth, 

cons ,mptionand the labour farce. Two sectlòns caver the Bank of Italy's 
SlJrvey ... ofHousehOld. Income a.nd wea ... lth .(SHIW) and·ls. t8t's s.urvey of 
Famllt 8udgets (SFS), both of which Inquire into income and 
con.sUJ!JPt/OIJ, .but wlth difterlng purposes ànd methodologles. SHIW 
gath"" detaill!#t1data on· Income, with. separate questlons far each 
houset.old member,and only a fewquestions~n consumptiòn, designed 
essent/fJ1Iy lo. check far internai consistency. SFB suryeys the household 
as a unft, .focuslng oiJ,detsiledconsumer spendlng data. ·Its questions on 
income aRd SlJvlngs are essentlal/y concslVed as a by~product. SHIWand 
SFBarj. (bus compl.mentary ,Qther than oVérlapplng. The third section 
treats I.(at's Labour Force Burvey. A brlef account ofthe many definltlonal 
changesit hasundergone over the years Is followed by a dlscusslon of 
presen{ methodology Qnd suchkey shortcomings as the excluslon of 
Income Ijnd wealth varlables, poor camparsbilityover time, and only 
quarterly freKIuency. Each sectlon offe(lI· surv~y';speciflc suggestions for 
Improvement. Finally, section 4 contains someproposalsfor a more 
integrated overall frfJmework (I.e., greater attentiontocomparabllity over 
tlme, harmonizat/on of definitions. and methodologles between surveys, 
and better Integration wlth admlnlstrative data). 

The authorsthank Giovanni D'Alessio of the Bank of Italy and Gianfranco 
Innocenzi of Istat, for their invaluable co/laboration. They are also grateml to 
Andrea arandolini, Paola Casavola and Federico L. Signorini for many helpful 
comments al'ld discussions. Of course, the views exp,essed in thepaper arethose 
of the authors.and do noi necessarily reflect the opinion of the Bank of Haly. 





SUS AINABLI:DEVSJ..QPMENT ANO OFFICfAL 
STA tSTICS:THElSTAT:~FONDAZIONE 
ENI- ~'MATTEI PROdECT' (1 

Aodr:~a i,ttratti -pn;ve,r$ityOf Torino af,dFond/Mlon. ENI- ~nrico ltfaltei. 
Cesara po,tantino -ISTA r ' 

1. Introduction. 

Recent eVidericep9ints outthat theecohomicand the environmental 
systamacannot be consideiedas decoll!)l" rèalittes,especialty a8 fèr as' 
eoonomicand envirònrnental: PoliciO '. are "concerned.. In factthia Is 
increasingly reçognized .. by b~l1. theoretical~conomists .. and 
environrnentat.ists. fheconcept offàotòr ofprottuctiçn In e~9no",iC tbeory 
Is not restttcted to labour andcapitaf',.but is;qutt.·qftenext~rrded tl) ineludé 
the environment; several environrnentaJiéts. on t~ otfter harid, s~are the 
opinion "at 'econoMlc deveiopment c.n DeHel~1~I'tO'Sol~ •. ènvironmentat 
pr9blems, a.topic tha~ is el8oth., su, OtmtrohrèCel'1t the~"4\jc~t 
resè8reta in8conornics~ As to'pollCy ~()., ... r~tì '. it le easytol'1òtice 
that. given the Intern.àtlonaf dlmensioriof the in.. e.ations betweeP ·the 
economy and the environment, in the inten"ational negOliations thereis 
more and mpre room forecologi~altafgets Desldes theeco~rnic ones; 

. the Ifp911uter pays prtncipJel1, f~l'thermore, is~eingintroduèed integislàtion 
a.nd economie practice. .' . . '. . . .' . . . .... 

Asit 'is widely agreed, fh~eco~omic and Ihe .environ'!lenta~.$Ystems 
. can evolve inharmo:oyortlyifdevel'opment fa sustalnabla.According to 
the IfBrundtland Fteportlf , makirig developmènteustainable 'm,eans to 
ensure that it .. meets the "eede of the presentY{ithout compromiaing the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (Woi1d èommission 
00 Environment and Developrnent, 1987). Much emphaays has recentty 
been put on this potilicalldea through the UN Conference on Environment 
aod Developmeot(1992, in Rio de Janeiro). The principle stated by the 
UN Commlssion in 1987 reflects the interoational debate on the links 

(*) The whole paper was prepart<f jointly by the authors; bow~ver. Sectlons 1 and 3 
can be attributed to Cesare Costantino, white Section 2 can I)é attributed to Andrea 
Béftrattland Sectlol'l 4 to both authors. 

Extended versino oUhe paperpresentedbytheauthors:at theUti. contribubild paper 
meé1lrtg o"Offtctals~si"JtaIy (August~1i.19$t; O.an~~ Paolo GatOl1na)~ 
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between economy and environment deemed relevant for future 
generations. With reference to this, two fundamental aspects can be taken 
into consideration: a) ecological problems due to economie growth, tiven 
the interrelations which determine the international distribution of incarne; 
b) environmental issues substantially depending on how activitie$ and 
economie results are distributed at the international leveJ.. The 
comprehensive consideration of bath the mentioned aspects .would 
probably be the most correct way for addressing topics conderning 
sustainable development. Apart from that, however, it is esser'ttial to 
analyse the interrelation between the natural environment and economie 
growth even without going into distributional aspects. These latter are 
ignored in the present paper, that mainly focuses on practical ways of 
designing a system of official accounts based on the concept of 
sustainable development. 

Even if the principle of sustainable development seems to be quite 
clear on a conceptual ground, there is the need to further specify it befare 
arriving at more operational definitions. This is particufarly important for 
developing official statisti es on this subject. Several different statistical 
definitions can be obtained, in fact, starting in particular from concepts 
provided by the neoclassic economie theory (Pezzey, 1989). One ofthe 
proposed definitions, which refers to "environmentally sound and 
sustainable economie growth" reads: "growth of (rea I) net domestic 
product that allows for the consumption of produced capitai andthe 
depletion and degradation of environmental assets, to the extent that 
depletion and degradation are not offset by technological progress, 
discoveries of naturalresources or change in consumption patterns" 
(Bartelmus-Stahmer-van Tongeren, 1991). The conceptual categories 
included in the mentioned definition can be looked at as key-words to go 
into the subject dealt with here. 

Following the recommendations of the "Brundtland Report", OECO 
started to include the concept of sustainable development in its own 
political programme. Integrating environmental and economie policies has 
therefore become one of the guidelines of the OECO strategies. The need 
of a generai awareness of environmental issues, at each decision-making 
level, and of a dialogue between economists and policy makers on the one 
hand and environmental.ists on the other hand have been stressed more 
and more by OECO, while the development has been recommended of 
systems of environmental accounts as tools aiming at describing the 
interaction between the economy and the environment (OECO, 1991). 
Suitable statistical information should be developed in particular, 
according to OECO, on expenditure carried out against pollution, benefits 
of environmental policy, costs due to environmental damage, stocks and 
flows of environmental assets. Last but not least, it is worth stressing that 
the European Communities supported the conclusions of the 1992 UN 
Conference on Environment and Oevelopment (widely known as Agenda 
21). Furthermore, a European strategy for environmentally sound and 
sustainable development is included in the 5° Action Pian for the 
Environment issued by the Commission (Commission des Communautes 
Europeennes, 1992). The development of a European system of 
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en\l'lronmental accounts' is then proposed at an experimental stage for 
199?, while the adoption of offlcial accounts at the European level is 
envrsaged for the end of this decade. 

l;)ue to the growing awareness of the interrelations between the 
econpmy and theenvironment, a remarkable demand for statistical 
information on this subject isarising; in this situation, the definition of 
guid91ines for official environmental accounting is to be considered of 
greatçoncern forthe Italian National Statistical Institute (1ST AT), besides 
the pn)duction of offidal data. ISTAT started its activity in the field of the 
environment in the '80s and in 1985 issued its first compendium of 
environmental statistìcs. During thelast three years the fSTAT unit that is 
involved with theenvironment has been focussing, among other things, 
on the links between economyand environment. The final goal attached 
to this new research activity is to meet the growing demand for statistical 
data retated to the concept of ecologically sound development; that is 
envisaged to be obtained through the constructionof an ad hoc accounting 
system. One basic element of this workis the participation in the activities 
carri ed out in the field of environmental accounting within the main 
working groups set up by the international organizations. 

Offidal statistics dealing with sustainable development are not 
necessarily issued by ISTAT in Italy, since the Italian National Statistical 
System (SISTAN) includes other bodies which produce statisti es besides 
ISTAT. Among these, the Ministry of the Environment ìs to be mentioned 
in particular; it isresponsible, in fact, for providing information on the state 
of the environment and producesa report on this subject to be presented 
to the Parliament (Ministero dell'ambiente, 1992). ISTAT and the 
mentionèd'Ministry, as welt as other important pubUc bodies, have joint 
projects as far as subjects of common interest are concerned and this 
appliesìn particular to envlronmental accounting. Any activity carried out 
within SISTAN, furthermore, is reflected in some way in ISTAT activities, 
since this latter is at the top of SISTAN. The present paper focuses then, 
white dealing with official statistics, on ISTAT projects and refers in 
particular to a joint venture carried out by ISTAT and Fondazione ENI 
Enrico Mattei (FEEM).The Fondazione ENI Enrico Mattei was established 
in 1989 as a non-profit, non-partisan research institute. The main 
objectives are twofold: furthering research on the relationships between 
energy, environment and economie development and promoting 
interaction between academic, industriai and public policy spheres to find 
solutions to environmental problems. 

On the basis of a common concern in this field, by the end of 1991 
ISTAT and FEEM started a joint venture for developing a system of 
environmental accounts. A Commission of experts was then set up to that 
end, with the specific task of studying the necessary methods. The first 
intermediate report of the Commission was finalized at the beginning of 
this year (Musu and Siniscalco, 1993); the main issues pointed out in the 
report are discussed in the present paper. 

Section 2 of the paper presents a detailed account of some theoretical 
developments that are useful tounderstand the theory behind 
environmental accounting, in particular its welfare foundations. The 
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possible implementation of such a theoretical framework for the Itaflan 
case is then discussed in Section 3. . 

2. From Environmental Economics to Environmental Accounling: 
Some Theoretical and Practical Issues. 

This section analyzes a statlc model that Includes some slrnple 
interrelations between the environment and economie activity; ~uch a 
static frarnework is very useful to study the importance of detensive 
expenditures and other variables that play a key rolein the deflnftion of 
various practical measures that are to be considered in the environmental 
accounts. Such a model can therefore be used to examine some of the 
proposals for correctlons of the national accounts aggregates thatare 
based on considering the environment as a stock of natural capitaI that 
provides services of various types to consumers. 

2. 1. The basic structure of a static mode/o 

In the model the environment enters both the utility and the production 
functions. The role of exhaustible resources cannot be considered in this 
context, and requires instead the use of a dynamic model that will be 
discussed next. The environment is to be thought of as a stock Z that is 
spollt by production activities by firms. In the standard model, see for 
exampfe MÀLER (1990), pollution by firms, denoted with s, is considered 
as an input in the productìon function F, together with labour I, and the 
stock of environment left after production has been carried out A ~ Z -" s: 

y = F(I,A,s) (1 ) 

Such a specification was introduced by Brock (1977), that justified it 
by explaining that pollution and wastes are an input to production in the 
sense that by ignoring negative environmental effects of productive 
activity firms may use inputs likelabour for the primary activity of thefirm. 
A certain part of labour and capitaI would instead have to be diverted from 
productive purposes to cleaning purposes if the firm were obliged to 
manage waste in an appropriate way. Therefore for a given level of inputs, 
the larger the waste the larger the production obtainable from the inputs. 
Function (1) has therefore to be interpreted as a reduced form for the 
description of the relationship between production and environment. 

As to househotds, it is assumed that they may carry out some 
defensive expenditures by using labour in the amount n and goods in the 
amount q, in a household environment production function: 

a = G (A,q,n) (2) 

The mode) describes a situation in which households can protect 
against the negative effects of production; for example production takes 
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thatdescribethe all.ocation of time to various purpoaes;From theprevi us 
necessary conditions one can Q})tain demand· and supply funetionin 
order to solve .1or thedecentralized equilibrium onehas (O use the 
aggregateresouree constraints ·speeifying thatthevarious uses of ~me 
must sum""Ho.the total avaiJabillty lf while consumptionof goods fofthe 
varlous pur,oses cannot e.xeeedtotaJ production: I 

. I 

L=I+m+n 

y==q+C 

(8) 

(9) 

From these equilibrium conditions and the various démand funetions 
it Is possible to derive equilibrium prlces and quantities. 

2.3. The index of welfare. 

For illustrative purposes, and ignoring ali issues related to 
aggregation of preferenees, wetfare will be taken to be equal to utility. 
Since in generai the utility function tS non-linear, it may be useful to 
tinearize the utility funetion around the compètitive optimum to derive a 
welfare index (Wl) that is linear in the quantitles: 

Wl = (dU/dA)(dG/dA)Z - (du/dA)(dG/ds)a + (du/dA)(dG/dq)q + 

(du/dA)(dG/dn)n + (du/dC)C + (du/~m)m (10) 

Itis interestingto compare the index with the valull of the GDP aa 
measured under current aecounting conventions~ 

GDP - (du/dA)(dG/dq)q + (du/dC)C (11) 

The comparisnn of· (1 O) and (11 )potnts ouf that current conventions 
ignore some terms Ihat are important for thé evatuation of wetfare: 

- tne value of leisure; 
- the vàlue of trme devoted to defensive actMties; 
- the value of thestock of ehvironment; 
- the value of the damage to envifonment caused by production. 
It is now possible to evaluatethe proposals for· environmental 

accounting that are based on thesubtraction of defensive expendltures, 
in an attempt to approx!mate the actual damage caused by production. the 
term -(du/dA)(dG/ds)s, with the vafue of defensive expenditures, 
{du/dA)(dG/dq)q. The goal is to obtain a measure of "green GOP" 
(GGOP): 

GGDP = (du/dC)C = GOP - (du/dA)(dG/dq)q (12) 

Some comments are nOw possible with respect to this proposal: 
(a) the practical relevance of this approach rests on the practical 

validity of the assumption of perfect· competition and therefore of the 
hypothesis that market prices reflect relative scarcities. The presence of 
monopoly or oligopoly woutd break the connection between prices and 
marginai utiUties ahd woulddecrease the .importanee of this approach. 
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: (b) for many environmental goods it is hard to think of defensive 
exp~enditures that are feasible on the part ofeach single agent. For the 
example of air pollution in larga cities it isdifficult to see what types of 
defsnsiveexpendituresarefeasible at the individuai level (apart from 
livingin the countryside). In this cas.e (dG/dq) = O and there are no 
defensiveexpenditures at all, regardless of the value of the damage. 

(c) Many environmentalproblems can be faced only with collective 
aetion or with poUcies that stop poltution altogether. Il is then difficult to 
see theusefulness of an environmental accounting that depends on those 
same,actionsthatshould referto the output oftheaccounting p.rocess as 
a justlficatiori. 

(d) "greenGDP" has no connection whatsoever with sustainable 
GDP, a concept thatcan be defined only with the help of a dynamicmodel. 

2.4. What is incarne? 

The model described up until now is certainly useful for a first 
definition of the retevantvariables, but ignores the existence of stock of 
natural and man-made assets, like for example the environment and 
capitaI. If production takes piace by means of sUCh assets, or if society 
attaches some utUity·to·any of.them, il becomes essential·to modify the 
definitions that havebeen given before in order to allow for use and 
depletion ofstocks. Thisis indeedthe basicpoint that was made by Hicks 
(1945),. when statingthat fhe main purpose for calculating income "in 
practical affairs is to givepeople an indlcation of the amount which they 
can consume without lmpoverishlng themselves. FoUowing thiside$., it 
would seem thatwe ought to deflnea man's income as the maximum value 
which he can consume during a week, and stiU expect to be as well off at 
the end of the week as he wasatthe beginning". Therefore income is a 
guide for a prudential policy.Theproblem discussed by Hicks of Course 
cannot be dealt within thestatic contexldescribed in the previous model, 
whereeconomic activity is assumedto take pIace ine timeless eontext. 
The existeneeof stocks however implies thai economie activity affects the 
final value of the stoeks, so that for a proper aecounting of ali its 
eonsequenees it is neeessary to account for the ehange in the stock. This 
raises important issues about how to precisely define income in such 
context. 

A suggestion in how to go about this measuremenl eomes from the 
observation that the definition given by Hieks is not independent of a 
rationality hypothesis about the behavior of the individuaI. In fact behind 
Hick's definition lies theconcern that the eonsumption decisions followed 
by the individuals are too short-sighted, and therefore are taken at the 
expense of the possibility of consuming in the future. Ineome must have 
the normative meaningofsignaling the individuai that the consumption 
choices are not sustainable for the future. Note that suchunsustainabHity 
may wellbethe result ofa conscious choice onthe part .. oftheifldividual. 
who may welldecide to consume immediately a larger share of her 
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resources. In this case she will not worry about realizing that her income 
may be lower than her consumption, since she is already planning' to 
reduce consumption in the future. 

Weitzman (1976) formalized the concept in an analyticat model 
involving the possibility of consuming or i'1,vesting in a physical asset.The 
model has recently been extended by MALER (1991) to account for the 
effects of production on the depletion of reproducible and 
non-reproducible assets like the environment. There is no point here in 
going through the analytical derivation of the sOlution, thatis obtained with 
the opti mal control technique based on the Hamiltonian function. In 
informai terms, it may be said that the Hamiltonian, from which the 
necessary conditions of the problem may be obtained,is a dynamic 
counterpart to the objective function of the static problem. The 
Hamiltonian is in generai non-linear, but an ind.~x of welfare may be 
derived as before by linearizing the Hamiltonian. MALER shows that in this 
case one obtains: 

H = (du/dC)C + (du/dA)A + p(dK/dt) + q(dA/dt) (13) 

where p and q are the shadow prices of capitai and environment, K is the 
stock of capitai and A is the stock of environment. Such an index is more 
accurate than the one that was described in the previous Section as it 
includes also the value ofthe changes in the stocks of physical and natural 
resources. The new piece·of information, complementary to those 
obtained in the previous discussion, is thatalso the value of the depletion 
of natural environment should be deducted from the index to reflecUrue 
wetfare. This provides jusìification for the construction of an index that 
includes a measure of environmental damage as a further deductionto 
make from GOP to get to a measure of sustainable income that also 
reflects the effects of theactions of present agents on future agents asfar 
as transmission of the various stocks are concerned. 

This is clearly important for the d.eJinition and the measurement of· 
sustainable development and income, and it is one way of incorporating 
into theanalysis, and the statistics, the concern that has been expressed 
in the Bruntland Report towards the welfare of the future generations. 

3. The First Intermediate Report of the Commission of Experts Set 
Up by ISTAT and Fondazione ENI E. Mattei for Developing an 
Environmental Accounting Scheme. 

The theoretical concepts described in the previous seetion have to be 
implemented. The project started by FEEM and ISTAT tries to achieve this 
purpose. The work carri ed out by the Commission resulted so far in a 
number of preliminary studies, ranging from analyses on principles, 
objectives, problems and experiences at the international level to 
researches on databases available, and in an intermediate report, as 
mentioned sbove. The latter includes a set of guidelines and a reseerch 
programme to be carried out with priority, proposed far the construction 
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ofanofficial systemof environmental accounts. The position of the 
Commission withreference tocentral issues such . as the accounting 
treatment of environment-relateddefensiveexpenditure and "Green 
GDP" are pointed out in particularinthe report. 

The system ofenvironmental accountsenvisaged bytheCommission 
should deal with theenvironment under an economic, ecologica' and 
socio-cultural profile; anappropriate description of the single parts and a 
complete connection of them should be provided. The system should be 
connectable with the National Accounts and structured on two 
fundamental components: 

a)sateHite environmental accounts; 
bl natural patrimony accounts. 
Through the satellite environmental accountsthe interface between 

the economy and theenvironment would be statisticaUy represented from 
an economicpoint of view; the naturaJ patrimony accountswouldinstead 
provide an in-depth statistical description of ecological and territorial , as 
wefl as socio-cultural aspects. 

The proposed UN System of Integrated Environmental and Economic 
Accounts (SEEA) fs suggested as the reference generai framework for the 
construction of the satellite environmental accounts (United Nations, 
1992); as far as. environment-related defensive expenditure is concemed, 
the European System for the CoUection of Economic Information on the 
Environment (SERIEE)should beimplemented in particular (EUROSTAT, 
1992). For developing natural patrimony accounts ISTAT should profit 
fromthe experience achieved in this field by INSEE (INSEE, 1986). 

9:n the basis of the envisaged accounting structure, andfollowing a 
pragmatic approach, the Commission recommended tostart with the 
development of a number of priority modules. According to the 
Commission recommendations, the first sections to be studied should 
concern: 1) the implementation of the SERIEE; 2) the physical accounting 
part of the satellite environmental accounts, with limitation to flow 
accounts; 3) the generalframework of a system of natural patrimony 
accounts. With reference to ali these three sections, the firsi steps to be 
taken should concern definitions and classifications. Specific accounting 
schemes wouJd have to be developed initially only with reference to a few 
variables deemed strategically important and for which the construction of 
complete accounts appears to be feasible within a noHoo long delay. 

Among the main issues pointed out by the Commission, those 
regarding "Green GDP" and the accounting treatment of 
environment-related defensive expenditure seem to be particularly 
relevant, as already said. With reference tothis, the generai orientation of 
the Commission being towards the distinction of a "cost-oriented" 
approach and a "welfare-oriented" one, it is proposed, for the moment, 
that ·ISTAT start with the construction of satellite accounts in which 
imputed environmental costs(depletion and degradation of environmental 
assets) are looked at asinputs of the income generation process, without 
going into welfare aspects. On the other hand, although the Commission 
adhered, in generai andona theoretical g.round,tothe UNproposalsfor 
integrated environmentafandeconomic accounting«SEEA), it seemed to 
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the Commission that calculating an official figure for "Green GDP", as 
suggested in SEEA, would not be an advisable strategy at present. The 
Commission, in fact, while agreeing on the soundness of an accounting 
scheme which allows for environmental costs due to economic growth, at 
the same time stressed the risk of providing a misleading figure for "Green 
GDP", due to the difficulties of calculating in concrete, without making too 
many assumptions, one figure for depletion and degradation of 
environmental assets. In this situation, the recommendation given by the 
Commission is that ISTAT provide, for the time being, as much statistical 
information as possible in physical as well as monetary units with 
reference to the environmental implications of economic growth, so that 
analysts outside the official statistical system are enabled to make their 
own estimates of environmental damage and "Green GDP", on the basis 
of personal assumptions. The Commission maintained that figures 
relating to actual expenditure should not be subtracted from Net Domestic 
Product (NDP) in an attempt to obtain an environmentally adjusted NOP; 
what would be more correct instead, according to the Commission, is the 
deduction of a social assessment for depreciation of natural capitai 
(environmental damage), which might imply the calculation of potential, 
and not actual, expenditure. 

4. Concluding remarks 

Three main topics need to be discussed: 

(a) possible deductionfrom GDP of actual environment-related 
defensive expenditure; 

(b) possible deduction from GDP of the value of depletion and 
degradation of environmental assets; 

(c) the role of physical accounting. 
(a) We have seen that deduction of actual environment-related 

defensive expenditure is only an approximation to a more correct 
procedure, such as deduction of the value of environmental damage. The 
two may be very different. In many cases in fact there is no possible 
defensive expenditure that can be taken for protection. In addition to that, 
one would have to take into account even that in practice it may be 
impossible to match statistics on expenditure actually carried out with the 
possible estimates of corresponding environmental damage. In any case, 
as far as the accounting treatment of environment-related expenditure is 
concerned, it seems to be a correct procedure to make such treatment 
depend on whether a "cost-oriented" approach or a· "welfare-oriented" 
one is followed. 

(b) The main issue here refers to practical suggestions for 
implementing the desired deduction. The assessment of depletion and 
degradation of environmental assets may depend on the estimated cost 
that should be undertaken to maintain natural capitai intact. This is 
certainly a defensive expenditure interpretation of the correction, apart 
from the fact that one would here consider theoretical defensive 
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expenditures rather than actual expenditures. The possible deduction 
depends on the value thaUs given to the natural capitaI, and this reflects 
a judgment aboutthe path that society should follow. It cannot be .given 
independently of a sUbjactive value. This therefore may require the 
necessity of also specifying which physical targets are lookadafterwhen 
a certain cost is considered. With reference to this, moreover, it is to be 
takerl into account that knowledge on the long-termenvironmental 
implications of economie development may be not enough advanced so 
that environmental accountants be enabled to calculate one 
comprehensivefigure for environmental damage and make an appropriate 
adjustment of GOP or NOP. The theoretical models that we have 
considered, and ali the others in the economic literature, usually do not 
require permanent preservation of the stock of environment, unless 
substitution possibilities in production and/or in consumption are 
extremely low. It is' then likely that the data that are needed the most are 
those on the physical evolution of the environment. This is our last topic. 

(c) Physical accountingis Iikely to be very important in practice. It is 
the only measure that can be agreed upon by everybody. Agents may in 
fact disagree on the prices that are attributed to environmental goods, 
simply on the ground of different preferences, bui may not disagree with 
information about physical use of the environment. This information is 
likely to be very important also at a local level, since depletionand 
degradation to an excessive extent of some local environmental assets 
may suggest certain precautionary measures at the locallevel. 
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USE OF FISCAL DATA FOR STATISTICAL 
PURPOSES: PROBLEMSAND FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS 

Sergio Gambale - Director of the Centrai Office for studies on Fisca/ 
Policy and Fiscal Analysis - Ministry of Finance 

1. The tax register contains threecategories of data from fiscal 
sources, which can be used to varying degrees in order to attain a 
knowledge of the underlyingeconomic phenomena: 

a) data regarding tax receipts subdivided by baJance items; 
b) baale features òfthe activity perlormed by offices within the various 

sectors ofthe financialadministratlon; 
c) . data from tax returns pertaining to difterent taxes. 

The information fram the secònd category is oflittle interest as far as 
the knowl~dge ofeeonomic phenomena Is eoncerned: it deseribes the 
activity ofoffiees and, more particulaJy, the number of dossiers dealt with, 
staft, resources used, Urne spent, results. 

Within this source, the mpst importantcpmponent is represented by 
the analysis of controls carri ed out by offices in order to assess the degree 
of eorreetnessof thevarious taxes (IRPEF, IRPEG, ILOR, VAT, etc.); the 
behaviour of taxpayers isexamined in relation to the declared income 
class and to the different categoriespf economic activity carried out. In 
particular, indications regarding the degree of positive controls and the 
amount of greater tax ascertained are given, leading to the creatipn of 
statistics subdivided by amount classes. 

This information is available on a monthly basis, while the one 
regarding the activity of offices issupplied annually. 

Tax receipts are calculated on the basls of the period in which they 
are received, and monthly indications regarding these receipts are 
published. In addition to the fundamental· importance this information has 
in verifying the correlation between tax receipts and the forecasts 
containedin the national budget, it also represents and indicator of the 
trend of some macro-economie faetors to which they are linked. Thus, for 
example, in the energy (petrol, gas oil, fuel oil, methane, electric power), 
and import sectors (VAT relative to extra-EC trade),fiscal data can be 
usefuUycompared with data fram officiai statistical sources. In the sarne 
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way, as far as the total amount of wages is concerned, the use of data 
pertaining to tax deductions on wages in the private sector makes it 
possible to refer to ali enterprises which disburse wages, thus obtaining a 
more generai picture as compared to 1ST AT (National Institute of 
Statisti es) surveys, which investigate into firms with at leastSOO 
employees. 

Another useful source of information is represented by VAT receipts 
far domestic trade. This data, which is calculated on a monthJy basfa in 
accordance with the expiration dates of payment (the 18th of each month 
far taxpyers who Make monthly payments andthe 5th of May, August, 
November and March far those who Make quarterly payments) refera to 
fiscal value added, which differs from the one used far national 
accounting. 

Other information that is unavailable from other sourcers may be 
deduced from fiscal data. Among these we have, far example. tha 
remuneration of professional persons (withholding tax, on a monthly 
basis) and data on the profits of enterprises (IRPEG, ILOR, on an an,nual 
basis). 

The third category of data is the most fruitful as far as information iS 
concerned. The data contained in tax returns is analysed with an average 
delay of around three years for income tax and two years for VAT. The 
financial administration thus has at its disposat an inflow of yearly 
information relating to aspects, including structural aspects, that can be 
considered in some way to be similar to the ones obtained from a census. 
For each enterprise the foflowing data· is available: the juridiCal status 
(individuai firm, joint-stock company, association, etc.), the piace where 
the activity is carried out, number of employees, the asset and IIabflity 
statement, income, valué added, etc. 

At present, projects are being implemented to establish a 
telecommunication link between the data banks of the Ministry of Finance 
end the Natlonal Institute of Statistics, the body responsable for tne 
gathering and processing of statistical data. Informatlon obtained fromthe 
surveys carried out by ISTAT will be used to integrate the knowfedge of 
phenomena that are of interest far fiscal purposes; on the other hand. the 
Nationaltnst/tute of Statistics will be able to gather the most significant 
fiscalinformatlon in order to integrate its own data, thus obtaining a 
clearer definition of national accounting aggregates. 

The first phase - stili to be completed - foresees an analysis of 
available information in the two badi es and its subdivision Into three 
categories: 

- Informatlon available in data banks, which can be directly,accessed 
on-line (both ISTAT and the Ministry of Finance have data banks which 
can be accessed directly); 

- informatlon contained in the archives of the two data processing 
units which can be exchanged on, magnetic stands or by 
telecommunication link, thanks to the oonnectlon between the two 
centres; 

- lnformation, notavailable by electronic,means, which Is however of 
interest to the two bodies. ! 
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The link between the two data banks,which can already be accessed, 
could be completed in the near future. However, the information avai!able 
in the archivesneeds to be carefully examined: far example, in arder to 
use the data of VATdeclarations and tax returns·for national·accounting 
purposes, in addition to the indentification of information contained in the 
archives, it will benecessary to clarify the d;fferent meanings given to 
various values (vatue added, income,turnover, profits,etc.). 

Preliminary use of a part of avaHable information is envisaged in the 
near future so as to ascertain its signìfìcance; once the validity of the 
informationbl:1sis is verified with respectto the objectives, data may begin 
tobe used on a continuous basis. 

2. In arder to reach this goal, an agreement between the Ministry of 
Finance and the National Institute of Statistics hasbeen stipulated 
concerning the interconnection of information systetns. In particutar, the 
creation of a Commission was foreseen: this Commission has to 
co-ordinate activities aimed at implementing the connection of statistical 
bases of the tax register and ISTAT, to define the needs of the national 
statistical system and to identify the data and the processed data that the 
Ministry of Finance should put at the disposal of the national statistical 
system (SISTAN). 

As far as this aspect is concerned, the needs of ISTAT are focused 
on two main themes: 

1) the creatioli of a single standardised register of ali enterprises, 
institutions and local units, and its annual updating; 

2)the use of fiscal data in national accòunting estimates. 

In arder to create a register of enterprises in the fjeld of census 
activities, the tax register has made availablean "archive 1t containing 
individuai data relating both to VA T taxpayers, subdivided into naturaJ 
persons and juridical persons, and to non~VAT taxpayers, who are not 
natural persons. In arder to complete these contrai and verification 
activities, the nutnber of emp/oyed and seff-employed workes and relative 
wages wilf have to be made available. 

As far as the use of fiscal data in national accounting estimates is 
concerned, short-term needs are primarily linked to the carrying out of 
estimates far the benchmark year 1992, which need to refer tofiscal data 
in arder to integrate ISTAT's annual surveys relating to enterprises 
included within certain number-of-employee cJasses (sma" and very small 
enterprises) and within certain economie activities (personal services). 

In a preliminary phase of the research, it will be necessary to verify 
the consistency between the individuai data of a sample of enterprises 
possessed both by ISTAT (annual surveys and company balances, where 
theyexist) and by the tax register (VAT declarations, tax returns: Forms 
740, 750, 760, 770) in arder to assess the presence of similarities in the 
behaviour of the unit being observed. 

SubsequentJy, it wiUbe possible toverify certaio estimates regarding 
the underground economy, also with respect to the modiflcation of the 
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structure of Commuoity resources, which wiU require an increase of the 
burden of taxes 00 the basisof GNP. 

A specia! Committee, aimed at verifying data comparability, has 
defined a workiog programme which foresees thepossibility of integrating, 
within GNP estimates, the results of fiscal controls and of measuring the 
djfference between the amount of income which can be referred to as 
theoretical VA T and the one which cao be referred to as VA T receipts. 

Medium and long~term researches and studies are aimed at the 
creation of an integratèd system ofenterprise statistics which, starting 
from questionnaires submitted to enterprises by the various S'STAN 
(National Statistica! System) bodies, may supply information regarding 
their structure and accounting situation. This could in turn !ead to the 
creation of a system that permits a GOP estimate on both the supply and 
distributlon sides as well as some aggregates, in particular inventories 
and investments, al so wlth regard to their use. 

An analysis ofasset and Iiability statements of enterprises wou!d 
furthermore represent a basis for the creation of real accountsof 
institutional sectors, and for an ìmproved estimate of flows recordedin 
financial accounts of enterprises. Sy analysing the figures of income 
receivers, the functional and personal income distribution could be linked 
together, thus showing the links between economie, social and 
demographic data. 

3. The comparison between data from fiscal sources and national 
accountingaggregates needs to be carried out carefully in order to ide'1tify 
differences and simìlarities. Therefore this data cannot always be used 
immediately,as it oftenrequires appropriate adjustments. 

It is therefore necessary to apply a methodology capable of ensuring 
an appropriate useof information suppHed by partsof the information units 
(households, enterprises, institutions) by means of tax return forms. 

Fiscaldata from units producing goods and services supply elements 
that can be used to assess production; data from subjects that take part 
in production permit an assessment cf the amount of income. In this way, 
it is possible to reconstruct the product, on the basis of the enterprise 
product or by using the data on the income received by subjects that have 
taken part in the production processo 

The use of fiscal data thus becomes an originai method for calculating 
both the functional and the personal income distribution. In addition, an 
assessment of the domestic product based on annually updated archives 
becomes possible. 

Some differences exist between the field of observation of the fiscal 
source and the one which is of interest for national accounting purpoSes. 

However, these differences can be adjusted with corrections which 
can rei ate the operations to whìch fiscal data refer to the country's 
economie territory. 

Regarding the degree of coverage of fiscal data, it is necessary to 
note that the data available to the tax register concerns the units which 
take part in the production process in the regular economy of the country. 
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However, even thispresence does not rule out some limits due to tax 
erosion, elusionand evasion. 

In particular, excluding tax4ree incomes and incomes subject to 
cadastre determination, certain units are not calculated: units with a 
taxable income lower than the minimum taxable incomeandunits whose 
incomes areonly subject to tax deduction at source,such as interest paid 
by firmsandbanksand by post.officesto depositors and account hol(lers, 
interest, premiumsand other remunerations paid to bond holders,interest 
on state bonda andpostalsavings certificatesissued after1986. 

On the other hand, it should be noted that the concept of taxable 
incomefor the tax authorities is.broader than the one for national 
accounting purposes,as it also contains capitaI gains of enterprises and, 
sometimes,of households. Likewise, important differences exist, for 
enterprises, with respect to depreciation allowances. Whife for fiscal 
purposes they represent the allocation of the historical purchase cost of 
fixed capitals, fOr n ational accountingpurposes they represent the 
consumption of flxed capitals assessed on the basis of their replacement 
cost. 

The data gathered by the tax register on production units refer to 
income flows,. from their formation to their distribution. Theyalso concern 
subJects which only occasionallycarry out a productive activity. These 
subJects are therefore also obliged to document their economic 
operations. albeitby means·of simplified accounting. 

Incomes are declared on forms which are diversified accordingto the 
juridical statua ofthesubjects: the form 740 for natural persons, the form 
750forpartnership companies, theform 760for juridical persons. Natural 
.persons who only receiveincome from employment may use a simplified 
form (form101). 

Theenterprises which produce and distribute income, in addition to 
the declaration relative to produced income, must submit to the financial 
authority, as tax substitutes, a declaration of distributed incomes (for m 
770) and, with respect to the beneficiaries ofthesame incomes, with forma 
101 and 102. A similar certification (form 201) must be issued by subjects 
that supply pension benefits. 

Without analysing in detai! the contents of tax returns, a few 
commentsare necessary as far as income from employment is concerned. 
In fiscal forms, these incomes are recordedwithin production costs in the 
self·employed and enterprise accounts(with data entered in sections E, 
F and G of the form 740, in the forms 750 and 760), as a certification by 
the taxsubstitutes to the fiscalauthority (in the form 770), as a certification 
of theemployer to his employee in the forms 101 and 102 and as income 
received by the worker in sections C and D of form 740. 

Incomes from employment recorded in the form 770 reflect the universe of 
employed workes, with the sole exception of civil servants, the some thing 
domestic workes and similar, whose employers are not obliged to carry out tax 
witholding. They indicate the wages before tax and after social benefits to be 
paid . by. the worker andalso include wage subsidyindemnities. In order to 
establlsh the grossCQmpensation for nationalaccounting purpo~s,· it is 
necessary to deduct wage subsidies and add social benefits. 
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On the basis of an analysis carried out for this aggregate by means of 
a reclassification operation C), it was found that the ratio between fiscal 
incomes and compensation of regular workes, as they result in national 
accounting data, variesfrom 93,4% to 91,8%, for the years 1980-1983. 

Among the analyses perlormed in order to implement the agreement 
for the connection between the information systems of the Ministry of 
Finance and ISTAT, it is necessary to mention the operation carri ed out 
by 1ST AT in order to adapt the fiscal flows to SNA standards and contents 
and therefore to insert them into a national accounting framework e). 

4. A precise exemplification of the importance that the use of fiscal 
data could have in Italy for national accounting purposes is represented 
by the survey which is annually carried out by Istat for the calculation of 
the product of industry, trade, transport and some types of services. Such 
survey is aimed at ascertaining the revenue and cost items of enterprises 
in order to calculate the gross product and other aggregates. 

The survey takes into account around 50 thousand enterprises: 
around 25% of these enterprises do not answer adequately, this obliging 
ISTAT to carry out an integration of data which consìsts in attributing to 
workers identified for each enterprise the per capita values surveyed in an 
enterprise of the same size which operates within the same sector of 
economie activity and within the same region. 

For smaller enterprises the survey is carri ed out by means of a 
sampling technique; the sample enterprises with 10 to 19 workers are 
contacted directly by Istat by means of questionnaires sent by post; 
sample enterprises with less than 10 workers are surveyed by direct 
interview carri ed out at the enterprise headquarters. 

The last survey required interviews with 8,500 enterprises of the 
industriai sector and 19,500 of the tertiary sector. 

The most recent survey regarding enterprises with 10 to 19 workers 
refers to 21,955 enterprises, equal to 65.9% of the sample of enterprises 
interviewed and to 14.1 % of the enterprises of the 9-23 worker range, 
resulting from the 1981 Census. 

In order to estimate national aggregates, ISTAT uses diTect sources, 
such as the Banca d'Italia for credit institutions, the CISPEL for data on 
municipalized enterprises, the ANtA for balances companies, etc.; for 
realizing aggregates it mainly uses the survey on the gross product of 
enterprises, annualy for those with more than 20 workers and every few 
years for the smaller ones. 

The contribution of fiscal data for a more accurate estimate of national 
accounts could especially concern these latter surveys. 

(1) Cf. Bottarellì and Cristofaro in «Redditi da lavoro dipendente: un confronto tra la 
contabilità nazionale e l'anagrafe tributaria», in: Problemi di finanza pubblica, VoI. VIII, 
Roma lacelli, 1988. 

(2) ISTAT, «Confronto tra le basi imponibili fiscali ed i redditi dei conti nazionali, 
November 1992, internai report; A. Caricchia, « Proposte metodologiche per l'integrazione 
delle statistiche fiscali nelle stime di contabilità nazionale, Internai methodology note, 
ISTAT, June 1993. 
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The data surveyed by means of 1ST AT forms concerns the main items 
necessary for the calculation ofthegross product; ali theitems which are 
necessary to determine the operatìng income and loss are instead 
missing. Thus the contingent asséts and Iiabilities. revaluations and 
devaluations (items which are present in tax return statements) are not 
surveyed. 

On the contrary, in fiscal forms, which are aimed at establishing the 
taxable income, not ali the items which are necessary for the compiete 
calculation of the gross product are presento 

A great contribution can also come from the fiscal source with respect 
to thé coverage of surveyed enterprises; ISTAT surveys annually around 
34 thousand enterprisés within the over-20 workers range, equal to 73% 
of the totalnumber ofenterprises within this fange, every few years 22 
thousand enterprises of the 10-19 workers range (equa' to 14% of the 
amount calculated in the 1981 Census) and 28 thousand very 5mall 
enterprlses counting Jessthan 10 workers. 

The information made available every year by the tàx register is far 
greater; data concerning ali balance items of enterprises using ordinary 
accounting (around 690 thousand individuai firms, 465 thousand 
partnership cornpanies and 445 thousand joint-stock companies) and the 
information contained in the forms filled in by taxpayers using simplified 
accounting (1,950 thousand indìvidual enterprise5, 235 thousand 
partnership companies and 15 thousand jOint-stock companies). 

In thetwo types of forms the same items of profit and loss accounts 
are present, even though in ISTAT's one a greater degree ofdetail is used. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the last ten years in Italy, both public and private operators have 
gradualfy made greater use of statistical information. Important changes 
in the cognitive requirements of society asa whole have raised statistical 
demand, ma.inly ln the operative sphere, where statistics play a part in the 
decision~making process, but also in the field of research, predominantly 
social research,and in daity household use. lt may wett be asked in what 
way information technology will help to meet requests made by the public 
and private market. 

The role of information technology in the development of statistical 
output in terms of efficiency has always been unìversaUy recognised. 
Italian statistics, in step wìth international developments, pursued the 
computerization process, especialfy from the 1960s onwards: at Istat, 
data from surveys was soon processed automatical1y, and by the 1970s, 
the experience of hierarchical data bases for the dissemination of 
statisticaf data was already under way. 

Although the advantages accruing from the use of information 
technofogy were immediatefy apparent, experience gained over the years 
led to new considerations: the effìciency produced by information 
instruments is guaranteed but, with regard to the effectiveness of 
statistical output, what sort of contribution is made by information 
technology? The information market has "naturally" gone towards generai 
software applications, which for the market represents a broader range of 
interest compared with information technology for purely statistical uses. 
In Italy until a few years ago, the centralization of statistical structures 
limited official output more or less to Istat production. InternationaUy, 
similar generai conditions of supply and demand of statistical information 
have meant that the computer industry has concentrated its action not so 
much on production software as on statistical data analysis, likely to be 
wanted and needed by both end users and producers. 

It was therefore perceived that information technology was somehow 
being under~utmzed, and that the use of all~purpose software applications 
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did improve efflciency but did not influence the effectiveness In terms of 
quality of statistical output as much as it perhaps should have. It was arso 
clear that the statistical environment had specific characterlstics that set 
it apart from other operativa spheres, and that these special features had 
to be focused and treated via computer. technology through. the cio. 
collaboration betweenstatisticians and information engineers. 

The most likely sotutlon to emerge !ftthe 19808, in response to ftèW· 
statistical requirements, was the adoptlon of information $ystems~ More 
recent events, such as legislative measures in the public sector (as we 
shall see later on) t haveconfirmed these generai strategies that had bean 
generated autonomolJsly, and also represent binding support ,nd 
encouragement for the future development of the national information 
sactor. 

2. The New Legislative Framework 

The decision to fevaMp the country's statistical set-up through the 
creation of the National Statistica' System (Sistan)was undoubtedJy 
hastened by thepfofound ehanges in society's cognitive requirements. 
The Sistan aims tOFeCognise and regulate the contributlon that the pubUc 
sector, even throughadministfative activity, canmake towards offiCial 
statistical output, increaaing the quantity and quality of the offer. 

AB far as quantity la concerned, the rise in availanle inforniàtion la 
naturally due totbe btoaliJ màke-up of thèSystem: atthough tha existence 
oft~~nda of diffarent atructures ·represents àn organfzationàl 
headàche, il also guaraf1teèS almOst tmàl coverage of national informàtiOh 
requirements. 

The Systemis strata-based; at a cenlrallevel there are: Istat, in· its 
dual role mmost important producer of official statistics and institute 
responsible for coordination, methodolagical orienfation and control of 
produced information;. centrai state administratlona and public bodies 
performing activitles iAtlerentto national statistical inforMatiOn. The 
System then braoohes~ut to perlphera' structures throughout the country, 
involVing administ'ativèleVèls of the state. 

Public and official statistical data in Italy Is no longer produced In a 
centralized way. Istal has the task of preparlng annualty the three-year 
Sistan national statistiea' programme, contalnlng the surveys, researches 
andstudy projects to be carri ed out by ali organizations wlth;n the system 
(ratified through publication In the Official Gazette, in which state laws first 
appear). 

The glOOal offer 01 the systemis thus amplified by statlstical 
information contributions deriving from the administrative activity of some 
bodies. The result Is thèrefore a complex system in which local information 
takes on ali but secendary importance. 

In the past, statistical oùtput may have suffered from the difficulties 
entaffed in màiWtatningexehange, fnteoration and cO'-on:tination relationa 
between Istal and other pUblic administrlttions, especlally those (the 
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majority) whose priorityinstitutional aim was not statistica!. Now it may fall 
back on regulationsthatare in thissenseinnovative ano promising. 

In addition to the Sistan, thelegislativeset-up in Italy offers another 
importantopportunity wjth the creationof· the Authority for information 
technology in the Public Administration. Thè Autnority'sobjectives are of 
a more generai nature, and provisions deal not withstatistical output but 
with the overall institutional product/on of state administraUons and 
naUonal pUblic bodies. Sut a common strategy Iinks thesetUng up of the 
two bodies and the new regulationsgoverningpubtic sector employment: 
the search to enhance efficlency and qualily in the publicsector through 
the adoption af effective, transparent and standardizedsolutions. 

Asregards statistical output, tne quaHtative aspect of the National 
Statistical· System needs to be dealt wlth so thé'lt .• saciety may gain the 
benefits accruing from the rise in available statisticalinformation. 

The overatl quatity afthe system encompasses.a range of aspects, 
such as the quality of the organization of thestructure in terms of 
technalogical and human resources, and the quality of production 
processes. 

The role of Istat as co~ordinator, policy-maker and controller, is the 
most prestigious yet at the same time themost arduous task.The 
complexity of the task may beovercome by introducing methodological 
andtechnical standards. The past role of Istat as statistical producerand 
actor.ìn theEuropean and internaUonat informçltion sector has given iì a 
level af experience that, as we shaUsee, entittes it to propose generai 
sofutions that may become. standards in the System. In order to be 
governed welf, the system needs todevelop the ideaof integration to cope 
with the complexity.offl'1eorgà.nization and of information resources. The 
concept of integrationwith'in the context of thesystem has a broad 
conteni, ranging fromcommunic.ation among its members to global 
monitoring onhe system and, we stress, to the integration of statistlcal 
information (Colledge M. 1990) (Masselli M., Venturi M. 1990). 

Wlth their natural tendency towards raUonalization, information 
systems may really be the ideai instrument for introducing standards and 
forachièving real integration as mentioned above. The aforesaid norms 
do in fact contain both direct andindirect references as to their use. 

In particuler, the provisions oftne information technologyAuthority 
oblige the Public Adrninistration to comply with institutional aims through 
the development of computerized information systems. 

In the legislatlon that set up the Sistan, the role of informatian systems 
was less explicit, since the contents of the decree were more concerned 
with organizational aspects, essential for such a complex system to work 
properly. Behind the organizational structure however, the presence ofthe 
national statistical information system Is clear, deriving from the 
participation of local statistical and operative systems. On this matter 
advanced experiences have already been carried out in some information 
areas of Sistan. We refer, for example, ta thelabour observatory, an 
information system created by the National Soolal Securitylnstitute. or to 
company registers handJedat aprovincial .fevel by the Chambers 6f 
Com merce for a dynamic analysis of businesses, orto the nscal archives 
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on physical and legai persons kept by the Finance Ministry. In order to 
achieve homogeneous levels 01 quality and efficiency however, it is 
necessary to impose standards throughout the system for the drawing up 
and developmant 01 information systems, and also to work in order to 
integrate and make avaHable to the public those systems already in 
existence. 

3. Statistical Information Systems 

Various definitions have been given of an information system, and ali 
agree more or less on the aspects of organization, resources and 
company aims. In the statistical field, definitions are not so clear-cut. 
Considering the two major factors affecting the development of a 
statistical information system - that is data and functions - there are those 
that prefer to associate the adjective "statistical" with data, defining as 
"statistica/" an information system dealing with statistical data; others give 
priority to the role of the functions. In our experience and in view of the 
new existing conditions in the national statistical environment, we tend 
towards a definition based on the purpose of the system: an information 
system is "statistical" if it is used for statistical purposes or is devoted to 
the statistical handling of information, so that it is possible to include ali 
traditional statistical activity, performed by means surveys, as wett as 
activity carried out on existing gathered data of both statistical and 
administrative nature (Balestrino A., Belltni P., Massetli M., 1993). 

In order to analyse the particular .features of a statistical information 
system and draw up a pian of action aimed more direcUy at these 
characteristics, statistical production processes have been analysed 
according to the aforesaid co-ordinates of data and functions (FAO 1986). 
In terms of functions, the phases characterizing a standard process do not 
vary greatly and may be summarized by a series of ordered (and not ali 
necessary) macrofunctions: 

• statistical information or survey planning 
• drawing up of the survey questionnaire 
• sampling 
• data gathering 
• control and correction 
• codìfication 
• processing 
• dissemination 
• integration and analysis 

Almost ali operations accomplished to complete . the statistical 
production process may therefore be referred to a limited number of 
homogeneous categories of activity for EOP purposes. As it has proved 
difficult to obtain $pecific computer products on the outside market that 
are suitable for specific requirements, the possibility of designìng and 
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developing in-houseproblem~oriented softwarehasbeen considered. The 
creation of approprlategeneralized procedures. corresponding to the 
mentioned activity categories could resolve the problems attached to the 
globalcontrol of thesystem and help to a achieve some important 
objectives: 

• an unambiguou!;i, detailed definition of the methodological and technical 
fralllework to be taken as a reference for the carrying out of the 
statistical activity; 

• control of thequality and uniformity of overatl statistical production; 

.surmounting of the unproductive separation between the professional 
rolesofthestatistician andthe computer expert both in theanalysis 
phase, when the statistician responsible for methodologie.s aod the 
computer expert come together to design generai software, and in ihe 
implementation phase, whenthe statistician in charge ofthe survey also 
handlesthe computer-aided parlof the.procedure; 

• mediumllong-term reduction in costs and ti me for the devefopment of 
codes bythe EDP Department; 

• greater motivation for staff, involved in less rigid and less repetitive 
activities. 

As far as the data co-ordinate. is concerned, statistical information 
systems have different specific features too. If we consider the activity of 
an organization whose institutional aim is to produce statistical 
inform'atiQn, it may be reaHzad .. that in its information system data is not 
only precious for companydecision-making purposes, asit is thecasefor 
allinformalion systems, but is also tMe centrai resoume around which the 
Agency'sactivities are structured. Data must beproduced, anatysed and 
disseminated, and is subject to many fransformations from the beginning 
to the end ofthe processo One important difference betweentraditìonal 
and statistical systems isthat in the fatter, special data ctasses are 
produced: 

• microdata:(disaggregated or etementary data), gathered by observing 
variables of units being analysed; 

• macrodata: (aggregated data . or statistical data), obtained from 
microdata through statistical processing functions; 

• metadata: that alms to describe data (Sundgren B., 1991). 

It emerges from this that the semantic content of statistical data is 
undoubtedly greater than company data. In this respect, the contributlon 
made by the computer industry is stili rather disappoinUng: data 
processing products on offer on the markelare of a generai nature and do 
not ta,ke thesemantic contents of statisticaLdata intoaccount Currently, 
the above-mentioned requìrements are partially fulfilled by database 
technology. Through a database, informatioA is modelled: (:lata is given 
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not Qnty an exce"ent physICa'" organizatlon butalso a logica' design 
defininf:l its structure andrelations between data. Nevertheless, it is not 
easy for logica. modelsused in databasemanàgement s.ystems currentlj 
on the market toencapsùlatethé semantic60ntent of statistica! data. 

What has been said thus far has led statistical producers, and above 
ali National Statistlcal Instltutes. lo modify the scopeo.f their activityin 
order to. concentrate.on relevant issues aod take 011 a guidingand 
poncy~making (lf not directly executive) role. drawlng ,up,rrtethodolog;:,s 
and instruments aimed .t raising the effectiveness of statistical productton 
wlth regard~ to inf:ormationsY$tems, 

On this subject, many important results have bean achieved in the 
intematiònal statisticafsphete an(f allowed to circuiate freely in'the offlCia' 
statistics environment, enCQuraging on fhe. ORe hand the verification of 
product&' end thèirenhaneemènt, and on the otner theconsolidation of a 
common statistical"language and' an exebange of experiences among 
nationai statistica' institutes.Among thase experiments conceived 
overseas and tried out oradOpted by Istat, we wlsh!o recall: the SLAISE 
system,. developed by the Dutch I nstitute for the autornatic. management 
of questionnaires, the American tabolatorTPL, products for, lhe control 
and correction of data from Hungary (AERO), the US (CONCOR) and 
Spaln (DIA). 

4. Itallan Cont,lbuUon to the Prog".aa of Statlati_. Information 
Syatema .. " " 

FrOl1l tne 1980s onwatds,lS'tat. nas alsobeen invobled in defining and 
deveiopinO' pro~lem-od!nted soffilV.,.e applications thataim tO.encompass 
tlle utmO$t methodologi,ça,I.. content needed tO produce statiStical 
information, correctty ano .. ff~ctjvely. 

In the archttectural framework of acthfity and data classes i~entified 
for astatistlcallnformationsystem, so far some specific themes have been 
selected. Generally speaking. the devetopment of generafized statisttcal 
software has beèn characterized by the following features: 

• cotlaboration .between in.,.house·professionals operating in fnformation 
technology and statistical areas; 

• cooperatlon with the intemational statistica I community for exchanging 
experiences and obtaining consolidated results; 

• cooperation with academic world for the definition of methodological 
aspects; 

• opening up to outside computer technology market for the phases of 
development or engineering of products based on prototypes. 

We believe thàt lhrs chain ofsynergies has bMn productive for the 
overaft growth of the statisticatenvironment and shoult,tbe encouraged i~ 
!he future SO astotieabletocompfe(Ef the metllodolQgiCaJand operative 
framewo,k for statistlcal output. 
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Referring lo the activity classes, or macro-functions, identified in a 
statistical information system, our activitycentres 00 the phases of 
plàoning and control andcorrection. Withreferenceto data classes, good 
results . have . beeh obtained regàrding the conceptual representation of 
macrodata andthe generafquestion of metadata. 

New requirements àod fresh possibilities have arisen with the creation 
of theSistan.Werefer in particuJar to the need to create a funetron to 
integrate information and to detine ways of acquiring statistica' 
informatìon from admin i strative data. 

4. 1. The conceptual representation of macrodata - Conceptual Statistica! 
Model(CSM) 

The representation of data through conceptual models makes it 
possibfe to describe information at an abstractlevet set apart from the 
technological milieu in which data Is handled, Conceptual moctels normally 
use graphic representatioos and produce easy-to-read conceptual 
schemasthat may be used as backgrounddata, for planning purposes and 
as a common ... language among statisticians and computer experts 
(Sundgern B .• 1984). 

In order to represent mìcrodata, Istat has adopted the EIR model 
(Entity/Relationship) widety used in business and statistical circles since 
the end of the 1970s (Chen P.P.S., 1976). 

For the representation of macrodata in 1987, Istat, set up the CSM 
model in collaboration withthe Information Technology Department of the 
Engineering Faculty at Rome University. With this model, iì is possibfe to 
represent the semantic content of statistical data. An attempt is made to 
take account of the processes which transform microdata during stEitistical 
activity (Salini C., Fortunato E., 1986), (ISTAT, 1989).CSMprofiles are 
representedgraphically by series of nodes, with which descriptive labels 
can be àssociated, and by arcs. By means of various node-types, il is 
possible to represent the most characteristic objects in the statistical 
study: 

• node "Sfl: object classes 

• node"C": classification variabtes 

• node "X": classifications 

• node "E": statistical processing 

• node "Gfl: generalizations (or sub-series relations among data classes) 

4.2. Macrodata design: M/DAS - Methodology for the integrated design 
of statistical data 

The methodology was defined in 1988 after resufts relating to the CSM 
model were obtained. 1t is split up into three parts: 

• analysis ofrequirements; 

• planning ofdisaggregated data; 

• design of aggregated data. 
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The methodology guarantees the integration of single phases, 
especially between the second and third phases. Whenever data Is 
aggregated, its consistency with disaggregated data is verified and ali 
possible anomaUes of form and content are eliminated. Output from this 
methodology may be used for subsequent logical and physical pfanning 
phases should one wish to create a database (Batini C., Fortunato E., 
1986), (ISTAT, 1989). 

The carrying out of the methodology was entrusted to an outside 
company, GESI, which developed the product Mast-er, of the CASE 
class, in the personal computing field. 

4.3. Metadata processing: OSSO - Dictlonary System for Statistica/Data 

Once the importance of metainformation in the understanding of 
statistical data had been recognised from about 1986 onwards,lstat 
started planning far the creation of a system containing the necessary 
information to describe the meaning and features of the gathered, 
processed and disseminateddata (Balestrino R., Montagna S., 1991). The 
system is accessed through an automatic tool avaifable on-line in a 
mainframe environment, enabling the user to move through the enUties 
until he arrives at the desired information. The units considered in the 
system are: 

• research 

• survey unit 

• analysis unit 

• etementary datum 

• aggregate datum 

• classification 

• publication 

4.4. Control and correction of data: DA/SY - Design, Ana/ysis and 
Imputation System 

In the production process a very important role is played by data 
contro I and correction activity as far as the quality of information produced 
is concerned. (Barcaroli G., Di Pace L., 1992). 

The DAISY system, whose first version was re/eased in 1992, enables 
the statistician to define the rules that are needed to single out and 
eliminate both systematic and random errors. 

As far as random errors are concerned, thesystem is based on the 
Fellegi-Holt methodology, which defines only the possible error conditions 
(or "edlts"); a procedure is left with the task of choosing the variablesto 
be modified and the new values to be attributed. The procedure works by 
minimising the overaU impact on the distribution of variables in thé 
population. 
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The system lS~Q,ntalt1ed in aOASE-type applica_ion on mainflam" 
..vltha modular~ion.'Att"e present time" only qualit8tive variabl.ete 
handled, buUurther ,rnodul,$.having ne..v functions are due to be released. 

4.5. Future developments 

F'Ul1her in-depth study. of statistica' productlon phases Is bEÙng 
di"ed~ at tne questions 01 aurvey questronnaire design and infotmation 
Integral_on. ". .. '. '/ ..' . .. ..... . . 

, With, .. rdtothe first.JlI'ea •. ~n interll~resear~hteai1;llsworki.nion 
t~e . pP'$!' of p.rOducJngsurveyquesttonn&i:reafromconcept1..\a1 
scp .• ma" of diSliggreg4te,ddata'tprough ,a", .a,gm that converte 
represetltation struçturesfrom the EiR model, t,nto " . ,..sttuçtutes on the 
que$ti(lnnair.(qu~o., section~. 1)I0cks,qi. .. :~stion_fluenCe) > 

T"q'''~I9'' 01 ,lnformatipn integration~lt'be dèalt wlth iodepth by 
an IsUi"SJ$.($~i$hlltf!lIian, di Statlstiça) jOint,roup, ..vorking on the 
questidn ofstallsticaJihformi!tion systet;ns. tnelt detioilìon, planning and 
valuation._ithin thenew framework creetedwiththe settilll up of Sistan. 

The exiStince of Sistan could Jead to nn r.ffeçtlon$ andproduce 
fresh pro.~ms a&. toth,. Information"nd . fUnCtional architecture 01 
stat~jcaJ infori1;lali()n' system.> . For example. the draWlng. of statis,tica' 
da. trom ~pr:ninisftative, d_à b.~Ic~ wiU cettainlybe çfose,ly ,lOok~ at from 
both ~ meth()dotogical and operàtiV,:\ll.W~i(1t. in relatfon te) thee~larOed 
stati$tical o envlr()n~nt. brougflt aboul by'. the décentralizatfon òf tfte 
statisfleal function fil Sistan.· . 

T~D~P,$YsteFrlJCOnCflived.tQ.oather and handle mfltaìnforrnation 
in,th •• ,W Jbtneulo~l~ .to b.eJépon.id,r~d. tp takfl into ~cmnt the 
~t.i$tiçal acti~tycard qUUn~riph.~1 structurflS: . '. . . .' . . 

Thegenerafail'1;l. &e toOpljmi~.the previ()usly o.utlined generai 
framnorkby ouarant.eing the intefliation of. ~plications emp.loyed. 
Hardware processing cépacities willbe analYsEMi tochoose .. thémo~t 
stdtabJe .environrnent tò host the ptanned software~ Experimènts in.UN'X 
'Vstems . are currentlybeing underlaken,which may'e,d tothe 
introducttol1 of the Qlinio~computerclass !nthe Istat processing sphere, in 
addition fO lhe cunent majnfr~e and personal computer classes. 
-/' j , ';P'-'" " 

5.Th. Int_aratlon FURetton 

We have already spoken about the importanee increasinoly attached 
to the. integratiQn function by national statistical bodies.· When statistical. 
informati(m. Is used in the·.analysis and interpretation phase. whatoives 
added value toavaUable data Is the relational nature of that information, 
that.is Ihe c~acity to compare information that may belong to··different 
aress. 

The .demand for "re'ationshipness" with regaed to statistical 
inform,atiol1 has Rat\UaJly spreap toiBformation systems, .. an!i in Sittlnthis 
demand isconstantlyriSing. Ontne ... h_d, aIl·Sista,u.lfl~.at 
undertake processing and studiesbasecioo' statisticaidata.produCed by 
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others express this sort of request.' Onthe other, even wlthin the same 
bOdy., when separate' systems orsub-systems are managed, the seme 
request may emerge. W. maythfnk forexampleOf théletat natiohal 
accounting department, which uses data produced in varying statistical 
areas. 

Rather than uslngthe generai term of "relationshipness" we preter to 
use ,the more precise, term "integration", in which ,the concept" of 
optirnitation Is probabJy implictt: information integration Is the optimized 
relationship among infptl11ation sOf.trçe.. ' 

Informationsystem 'ntegratiOn posestwO sorts of questions, one of a 
semantic nature..;.' hQw, correetly may data trom' different sources be 
compared? -.ndtIlEf0ther Is a physical constraint .... Hòw can oneg~in 
physicalaccess t~ ,data in separate information systems? 

To make infòtmationsystems more capabJe of carrying on semantic ' 
dialogue, it'is firat ofall nèCessary to control metttodo,togy andproduction 
factors,dataclasslftc.tion choices and the availability of sufficien' 
metadata to be able tO,'understand datacorrE~ctly. 

At least as far ,as statietical dataprOduced trom surveys ls concerned, 
ali , Sistan, administr.tions musI graduatly conform to standard 
methodologicalinstruètions, valid for ali the varipus phases of, lhe 
statistica' QUtpìJtp,roc8Ss. Claesifications,tor their part, may constitute a 
linktormea bystatiètJcsbetween ,informat.ion systems to compare a 
postt;triori ,tatl.t;cal data produced separately. , 

SOurce integration may in fa~take piace betore the onset ot 
procedurea:that IS,tt may beapplied nOi to, statisticaf data but tothe 
e'eme_ry daJa otlilnalysis units.,In that case, theetàtistic~1 unitsneed 
lO be iderltified" in',tftevatiou~ pro~ •• bythesaMe k.y variable. T"e 
pQssibilttyot integratingoperative syetemein terma 01 elementary ary 
information has undoubtedly been helped by 'agislation adopted' at a 
natiom~1 level on identifying vadables common to" the who'e public 
administration. such as,s'flscal' c0cle for individuafs (physical and legai 
persone). ' 

An examplè of the ,.pplicatlon '01 information integration Is the project 
recentfy comtne,nced wtthih . Sistan to construct ah integrated, social 
accountlng syetem, starting off trom the elementary data avaltable from 
various administrations: the Finance Ministry. the National Institute ot 
Social Securtty (INPS). the Nationallnstltute for Assistance with Injuries 
in the Workplace, the Ministry of the Interior, the Labour Ministry, letat. In 
the early stages of the analysis, the usefulness of the common identifying 
variab'e, the fiscal code, tor the various sources stood out, as well as the 
potential effectlveness of a syStem based on an almoet exbaustive wealth 
of information. However,other criticaI factorshave emerged, and must be 

I kept in check, since Ihey may impede integration, giVing rise touSèr 
I conetraints: thepQSSibility ot homonyms among the variab'es haodled· in 

various flelds. different flelds ot observation, the use of not $asily 
intègraàfe sPac.time variables and classYfications. The experience 
gainedon the projee1 may profttablybe used 10r definlng the methodology 
*Mft1~" __ ent_the integrdontunofion. , ' 

Leaving~ àSicfetheproblem 01 whether it ie pOssibie orusefo' tè 
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compare statistical informationsemantically, there are times when it is in 
any case useful and necessary for administrations to galn access to data 
in aninformation system thatmay be located anywhere. Thesolutions to 
the problem of the physical avaUabUity of data aTe on many levela, from 
the simpJest to the most sophisticated sohitions: the supply of paper 
documentation containing thedata; the supply of magnetic tape; direct 
long-distanceaccess·via computer-aided connections to the information 
system. Intne latter case,access to remote data is possible with an 
interconnection. Onthesubject of interconnection, two experiences under 
wayat Istat should be recalled, with the National lnstitute of Soelal 
Security and the Ministry of Finanee, both partofthe oational statistical 
system. Interconnections guarantee, in this experimental phase, 
bidirectional access to the respective on-lineinformation systems in the 
form oldatahases. So far, this haspermitted ad hoc functions to becarried 
out within the applications, but it excludes free proeessing capaeities of 
one ma/nffame on the other ones. The firat archives involved in the 
operation are of a statisti c nature: for Istat, the database system for public 
disseminations; for INPS, the Jabour market database; for the Minìstry of 
Finance, the statistical part of the fiscal archives of physical and legai 
persons. 

The more generai aim is to favour the speedy computer-aided 
exchange of data even outside the purety applicative environment, and in 
working environmentsto facilitate.activities for the control and comparison 
of respective data. The interconnectìon technique, originating from a . 
pure/y physical-systemistic, background from a functional viewpoint, may 
becomea potenti al instrument for achieving the more ambitiousObjective 
of integtating information and processes in the Sistan procedures. 
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HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS: THE EXPERIENCE OFTHE 
MULTIPURPOSE SURVEY IN ITALY 

Vittoria Buratta -ISTAT 
Linda Laura Sabbadini -ISTAT 

1. Introduction 

The last ten years have been characterized by great changes which 
have affected both the demographic and the economie fields. Relevant 
strata of society have been involved in this process, so that a number of 
individuaI or family behaviours have been strongly modified. 

The recent needs of information, caused by the above-mentioned 
phenomena, urged the National Statistical Institute to start a new, 
socially-oriented survey methodology, in order to get further informations 
on new life-styles and individuai or household behaviours. 

During these years both the amount and the quality of statistical 
information provided by ISTAT on social items have been remarkably 
increasing. As a matter of fact, ali over thìs period ISTA T has carried out 
a number of surveys on several issues, such as: health status, readings, 
holidays, sports, household. 

Since 1987, by the use of household multipurpose survey (HMS) we 
have been able to provide a unitary methodology in order to gather ali the 
above mentioned information so that we could change a very fragmentary 
information scheme into a comprehensive one; at the same time an 
occasionai and episodic need of information has been transformed into a 
regular and permanent information system. 

Several new issues (life styles, sacial and parental relationships, 
home and soci al environment, use of time, conditions of disabled people, 
home accidents) were included in HMS for the first time among the others, 
(health status, education and school attendance, holidays, sport, reading 
and so on.) 

In our experience, these newly collected information have been 
combined with the traditional issues that ISTAT has already been 
considering. Household has been regarded as a collection unit on which 
we could base the research. 

During 1993 the survey has been methodologically revised and the 
set of informations collected has been integrated with some new items 
such as use of public services, nutrition, politica' participation, health 
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expenditure and SO ono A core of informations will be collected each year 
regularly, so that we'lI have a continuos social survey. (See Appendix 1). 

2. Why a SocialSurvey? 

A number of reasons justify the starting of a permanent survey on 
soci al ìtems. 

First of all, it is commonly admitted that not only the availability of 
economie resources but also the social environment, the individuai and 
soci al relationships, the health status, the quality of public services and 
leisure time, the individuai Iyfe style and, last but not least, individuai 
opinions and perceptions are able to determine one's own welfare status. 

"In addition to the need to dispose of a set of so-cali ed objective indicators 
relating to rea I and actual events, which can be surveyed by the use of verifiable 
and reliable methods and techniques, another necessity is urging; in fact we need 
to specify and survey a new set of subjective indicators which must be related to 
individuai behaviours as well as to perceptions and attitudes. Since we usethe 
so-called social indicators in order to collect informations on various relevant Items 
relating to welfare, they cannot be restricted to merely objective surveys on social 
conditions since individuai perceptions and attitudes are directly indicative of the 
wayin which our social condition is able to determine our own welfare status, a 
survey on perceptions and attitudes out to be carried out togheter with a more 
'objectivè one" (Golini, 1981) 

Thus, since a mere 'economic/st' point of view is no more able to 
qualify the oomptex of me conditions, the need of more suitable 
informations which could be able to show properly Ufe qualities and social 
inequalities is now urging. 

Seoondly sinoe a relevant gap exists between what is peroeptible and 
what is hidden within the public statistioal information system and since 
such gap is becaming larger and larger due to present social dynamios as 
well as to the increasìng oomplexity of sodaJ events, our need to dispose 
of a suitable information device becames more and more evident. 

Several examples oan be provided : as for the field of judicial 
statistics, the ratio between denounced and not denounced criminal 
events is aproximating to 1; the same oan be said as for the home 
acoidents: 52% of them remai n unknown as they are not treated in 
hospitals or first aid centers. The situation is almost the same as for sohool 
duty evasions or couples living without being married and so ono 

Ali these events cannot be registered by the yearly administrative surveys, 
so that they can be regarded as 'invisiblè fram a statistica I point of view. 

Furthermore, and in a more relevant way, we have to deal with some 
soci al subjects whioh have been 'invisiblè for a long time . (Sgritta, Saporiti 
1990) 

In the past a very littJe number of subject orientedstatisticshave been 
performed about women, childhood, elderly people and disabled people 
conditions or, at the best, they have been a Itsubproductll derived from 
majior surveys" 
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Presentlythe abovernentioned subjects areinvestedby socìal polltics 
andareregarded as crucialelements··of interest andcare both from a 
social and a demogràphiC point of view; thus, the need of collecting 
information in order ofdirect, verifyand controlthe Telated soci al services 
(the public as well as the private one) Is increasing. 

As long as we don't gain aglobalknowledge of the conditionsunder 
Wh4Ch soolal neetls are satisfied or ,on the contratry, remain unsatisfied, 
wewon't be ableto planany suitable intervention in order to fultill such 
needs. 

With the use of surveys on population at regular intervals we can 
collect useflll informationsabout the nature oflhose partiaHy unexpressed 
needs. 

The new HMSconfiguration allows lIS to approach up-to-date 
informatìons iterns, in partìcular the ones réfating to people opinions alid 
attitudes·about public services. 

Since the relationship between popuJation and public administration 
is now changing its nature, an approach like this isexpected to allow 
services users toexpress their own opinions. 

On theoccaslon of the last pilot survey carried outfrom5 to 15July 
1993,people have shown their satisfaction for this new approach; this fact 
must be taken under consideration if we want to establish an information 
system which could be easìly managed by the whole population although 
remainingwithin its istitutional range and its neutrality. 

Although il cannot beconsidered as completely exhaustive , the 
amount of information we:1I be abletocoHect wiU be a basic and regular 
evaluation sourcein order to check the performançe of several public 
primaryservicessuch as: heafth services, postal and telegraph services, 
poputation regtstryoffìces as wellas. public transportation$ystem. 

In this way we'lI be able to provide effective statisticalinformatlon 
which can be regarded as 'user frlendly' owing both to its contents 
(everyday life) and to its purposes (knowledge and improvement of life 
conditìons and welfare) 

"Informatton has always been considered aS a commongood since it 
is closely connected with a correct asserti.onof individuaI cMI rights. Since 
soci al phenomena and events are progressively playing an extremely 
crucial role ...... In other word informaNon istobe considered a source of 
power, from which actual benefits can be obtained, provtded that one 
could approach its sources or be able to take advantage trom it. But overall 
information is acommon good, since in any democratic system absolutely 
no reason can be adducted in orderto exclude anyone from its enjoyment" 
(Sgritta, 1988) 

3. Methodology 

From the conceptual point ofview, the multipurposesurvey started in 
1987 has bea n successful in improving the who'e amount ofstatistical 
progress in research. Actuatly some informatioo, a.g.those abouthome 
accidents, have a great relevance. Furthermore the questions about 
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disabled people allowed us to collect information not only their 
quantitative consistence and their social status but al so on the family 
patterns they have to deal with or the public services provided at the 
purpose. The same can be told for children and elderly people, regarded 
as soci al actors, at the moment we are able to know how they live, what 
they usually do as well as their domestic environment. 

Indeed this new kind of survey has requested a particularly complex 
organization, together with the use of a more complicated methodology. 

Our past experience (1987-1991) showed the necessity of more 
adequate methods, since we had to establish a new design which could 
be suitable for the complexity of those new issues. 

On these basis we combined several survey techniques in order to 
collect specific information, which were characterized by an extreme 
differentiation and showed a certain variability according to the seasons 
of the year. 

According to the new project, information are collected by the use of 
an integrated system, formed by a set of social, demographic and heafth 
surveys on household; such system is quite entirely based on a single 
design; in fact we use specific designs only when we want to collect 
information on occasionai phenomena, which need to be surveyed with the 
use of specific techniques (e.g. budget time survey). 

Our single design includes the following steps: 

1. A new cross sectional yearly survey at a fixed -time in order to 
administer a questionnaire about structural or non-seasonally affected 
variables or, finally on those quantitative information which can be 
collected retrospectively over the last twelve months. 

2. A cross sectional yearly survey based on quarterly repeated 
independent samples. With the use of this kind of survey we are able 
to collect seasonally affected variables from retrospective sets of 
questions (one or three months). 

The employ of this cross sectional survey at a fjxed time provided us 
the collection of structural variables concerning household and family 
members, as well as a set of socially relevant information. Every time this 
survey is combined with a questionnaire on one specific issue (e.g.: 
women, children or elderly people soci al status); the set of questions must 
be repeated cyclically after more than one year. 

With the use of the quarterly survey, every year we are able to collect 
information on one or more seasonally af1ected phenomena, in particular 
on those concerning health status and health services demando In addition 
to this, we use to administer questionnaires about specific items (holidays, 
reading, crime etc.). The subjects of such questionnaires change every 
year. 

This survey design can be considered entirely new, since it is based 
on the two continuous yearly surveys on social issues reported above. The 
same items can form the main frame of the whole survey; in fact they are 
able to link different kinds of information on soci al conditions. 

The two paraUel surveys provide us a set of information that we are 
able to collect yearly; otherwise, they couldn't be obtained from any other 
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souree. Furthermore, they ean be eonsidered partieularly useful in order 
toestablish suitable soeial polìties based onindividval, famifies and 
relevant events. 

Several topi es are involved on these surveys: edueation and sehool 
attandanee, housework and jobs, spara time, maans of transportation, 
soeial and parental relationships, home and soeialanvironment, health 
status and ways of tife, erime and vietimization relatìonships between 
publie serviees and vsers (use and satisfaetionrate). 

This survey will. result in quantitative informatioo,. so that our 
Statistieallnstitute willbe able to provide useful data not onlyabout publie 
serviees supplies but also on tha aetual demando 

Résumé 

Dans la communication on a presenté la méthodologie, la technique 
et les objectifs cognltifs de l'enquete "Multi-objectif", une enquete 
socio-demographique très complexe conduite par l'ISTAT. 
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Appendix 1 

Summary of main topics included in the HMS (Annual module) 

Health 
- Long term iIInesses 
- State of health and medicai care 
- Use of health services 
- Health expenditure 
- Use of pharmaceutical product 

Education 
- Educational level 
- Schoolattendance 

Lyfe -styles 
- Drinking 
- Smoking 
- Nutrition 

Leisure 
- Reading 
- Mass-media consumption and information level 
- Frequency of holidays 
- Sports 
- Theatre, cinemas 

Social relations and activities 
- Contact with family members and friends. 
- Membership and activity in various association-
- Membership and activity in political parties 

Public services 
- Transports, 
- Post and telegraph 
- Transports 
- Administrative services 
- Bank 

Housing 
- Type of dwelling and tenure 
- Space 
- External environments 
- Housing service 
- Use of seasonal dwelling 
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Securlty 
- Traffic, home and work accidents. 
- Insurance protect;on 
- Worry about certain conditions (health, economy, ... ) 

Crlmes 
- Burglaries 
- Theft trom private households. 
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DISGUSSANT 

André Vanofi - INSEE 

Seing myself a by-product of the .ltaUan emigration society of the 
beginniog of theCentury, I amespeciaJly delighted to contribute 
introductory remarks 00 three papers. 

A brief commentfirst in connectlon with Piero Etbàs paper "Revision 
of National Accounts and lssues on Harmonizatlon of Stati5tlcs .. The 
Italian Approach". After the revjsion of both the UnitedNattons' System of 
Natlonal Accounts (SNA) and the European Systemof Jntegrated Ecomic 
Accounts(ESA), the intellectual .status of the latter as compared to the 
SNA may not be the same as it was in the past tor two reasons: the high 
leveland quality of the 1993 SNA and alsothe risk f.ç>r the ESA to look a 
bitbackward.due to theconservative vIews taken by the majorityof 
Community coùntdes. . . 

Ashort cwmnent also on Prof. Sergio Gambale paper "Use of Fiscal 
Data forStatisticalPurposas: ProblemsandfutureDevelopments!l~ I am 
very gtadtohear about the importantagreementreached between the 
Ministry ofFinance and the National Institute of Statistics in order to use 
fiscal dataon enterprisesin order to create a single standardized register 
of. ali enterprises and local units and make nati.ç>nal accounting estimates. 
Asfar asthe second purpose .is concerned, it Isnot clearto me If lSTAT 
statisticians wilt have accel;is to individuai data themselves. Fromthe 
French experience in this field, it appeaTs that such. access, which we 
obtained long ago, has been very important in order to make·effjcientuse 
of fiscal data.1t permitted statisticians to check the coverage offlscal files 
individually in terms of enterprisas above a certain size. Moreoverand 
chiefly, it made possible totake Into account the many changes that 
occurred in the legai structureof enterprlses,like mergers and partitions. 
Taking due account of these changes is essential tor interpreting correctly 
the basic data. 

I now come to the paper by A. Beltratti and C. Costantino "Sustainable 
development and Official Statistics: the ISTAT-Fondazione ENI-Enrico 
Mattei project". The recommandations of the Commission of experts are 
cautious, as they do not envisage for the moment the calculationof an 
environmentally adjusted NDP and give priority first to physical flow 
accounts and environmental protection expendUures accounts, then tothe 
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study of accounts on ecosystems. This position is wise because the issues 
involved are very complex actually. llike to comment briefly on some of 
these issues. The paper refers to the often advocated distinction between 
a cost-oriented approach and a weffare-oriented one. Instead of a 
cost-oriented approach I prefer to speak myself of an assets-oriented 
approach, an expression which fits more the Hicksean concept of income 
and prejudge less the conclusion. 

The welfare-oriented approach is probably hopeless as it meets the 
well-known diff/cultles encountered in trying to measure welfare, mainly 
the fact that utility is neutraf. In this context, the concept of defensive 
expenditures as meaning expenditures not to be reckoned in from a 
welfare point of view seems indefensible, even il it has been shared by 
Simon Kuznets himself who covered as expenditures with a 
cost-character many expenditures connected with participation in the 
technically and monetary complex civilization of industriai countries, like 
payments to banks, etc... Of course, one maylike to do a purely 
conventional choice, and exclude for instance alcohol and tobacco from 
what is supposed to add to welfare. This is however an ethical approach, 
not an economical one. 

In the assets-oriented approach, two cases must be carefully 
distinguished. In the first one, the value of the depleted natural resources, 
mostly sub-soil resources, is included in the market value of the extracted 
products. In such a case, I think that the relevant treatment consists in 
recording the value of the depleted assets as a negative change in 
inventories rather than es output. As a consequence, there is a case for 
reducing by the same amount not only Net Domestic Product, but also 
Gross DomesticProduct and output. The issueof the df3gradation of 
natural assets due to their usein economic activity is more complex. As 
the value of this degradation is generally not incfuded in the value of the 
corresponding products, the internalizatlon of maintenance costs in arder 
to balance the pressureon natural resources wouJd imply a different price 
system. Volume aspects would have to be considered rather than simple 
adjustments in current vatue. When degradat/on actuaJJy occurs, by lack 
of maintenance costs, it seems relevant to record an additional (final) 
consumption of natural assets, counterbalanced by a capitai transfer from 
Nature lo the Economy. 

Thus, taking into account environmental aspects in national 
accounting may have various implications, and not always the adjustment 
of Net Domestic Producl downward as it is often advocated. It makes 
indispensable reflecting on the concept of value (what value means), 
beyond the problems of valuation. 
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